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EDITORIAL

From the editor

W

elcome to the April edition of EcoGeneration, my first
as the magazine’s editor. It’s a fascinating time to be joining
the team, with a federal election just around the corner
and the renewables industry watching on with interest. We may
have net-zero commitments from both major parties, but plenty
still hinges on the outcome once Australian voters go to the polls.
It’s been an interesting few weeks for the fossil fuel industry,
with the announcement by AGL and Origin Energy that they are
accelerating plans to close major coal-fired power plants early.
Coupled with an audacious $8 billion bid by Australian tech
billionaire Mike Cannon Brookes to take over AGL, Australia’s
largest energy provider (and subsequently Australia’s biggest
greenhouse emitter), things are moving fast. The bid may
have been rejected by AGL, but money talks and with $20 billion
set aside to turn the company into a green energy operator, we
haven’t heard the last of it.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison spoke out against the move, citing
the usual rhetoric about the potential for a spike in energy prices
for consumers, which could make for an uncomfortable lead up to
the election given Cannon-Brookes and his green ambitions aren’t
going anywhere. You can read more in Clean Energy Council chief
executive Kane Thornton’s editorial on page 14, and our feature on
the transition from coal to renewables on page 16.
This issue’s cover story shines a spotlight on the growing
agrivoltaics industry, where rural land in Australia is home to
both agriculture and utility-scale solar. With there being an
undercurrent in some communities against solar farms popping
up in the regions, the creation of dual-purpose arrangements
means solar doesn’t have to come at the expense of agriculture.
Read more on page 26.
Also in this issue is a look at how Australia is positioned to become
a clean hydrogen superpower (page 30); addressing the technical
and logistical challenges of integrating electric vehicles into the
energy grid through a series of smart charging trials (page 34);
examining the PV recycling conundrum as millions of solar modules
reach the end of their life, and the fight to keep them out of landfill
(page 38); and our safety guide featuring the latest ways to keep
solar installers protected on rooftops (page 52).
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For the latest industry news, sign up for the FREE WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au
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News in brief
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

Australia achieves landmark
25GW of solar installations
Australia’s solar revolution is rolling on,
with the nation achieving a landmark level
of installations. According to the Australian
Photovoltaics Institute (APVI), by the end
of 2021, 25.3GW of solar had been installed
nationwide, putting Australia in the top 10
countries around the world for annual
growth and total solar installations.
More than three million Australian
households and small businesses are now
powering their needs from rooftop solar,
in addition to significant large-scale
installations that service thousands of
homes and businesses with clean energy.
In 2021, more than 4.5GW of solar
was installed on approximately 350,000
Australian homes and businesses,
creating around 25,000 jobs in sales
and installation.
“With a population of 25.7 million
people, and at least 25GW of solar
installed, Australia has now increased its
leadership in installed solar per capita,
with close to 1kW per capita installed solar,
which is well ahead of the rest of the
world,” says APVI secretary Professor
Renate Egan.
At the end of 2020, Australia had
achieved around 800W of solar installed
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per person – ahead of the next nearest
nation, Germany, with 650W per person
– however, by the end of 2021, with 25GW
of solar installed, Australia has achieved
nearly 1000W, or 1kW, per person.
“We have seen ongoing, strong growth in
solar in Australia, with an astounding 25
per cent growth rate” says Professor Egan.
“This is likely to increase Australia’s
leadership in solar per capita – well ahead
of other leading solar nations.”
Despite Australia’s solar industry facing
COVID-19 challenges in 2020 and 2021,
it is still powering ahead with record
growth. Solar PV remains the lowest
cost for any new energy generation,
and is a popular investment for homes
and businesses as a way to reduce energy
bills and contribute towards the target of
a zero-emissions economy.
Australia’s average solar system size
installed in the small-scale solar category
has grown to 8.8kW – which costs $7000$10,000 on average for a quality system
– and its return on investment is around
20 per cent.
“There’s nearly nowhere better to put
your money than into a rooftop solar
installation,” says Professor Egan.

The Clean Energy Council has expressed
its disappointment at the NSW
Government granting approval for
the 660MW Hunter Power Project
in the state’s Hunter Valley.
The $600 million gas-fired power plant
project in Kurri Kurri, approximately
35km northwest of Newcastle, is expected
to create 600 direct jobs and 1200
indirect jobs during its construction,
but has faced fierce objections from
climate scientists, energy experts and
the community.
Leading the voice of disapproval is the
Clean Energy Council, which says the
greenlighting of the project – to be run by
Australian energy company Snowy Hydro
– undermines Australia’s efforts to deliver
lower-cost power, reduce emissions, and
build a reliable energy system.
“A utility-scale battery for this site was
the smarter choice both economically and
environmentally,” says Clean Energy
Council chief executive Kane Thornton.
“The Clean Energy Council’s paper,
‘Battery Storage: The New, Clean Peaker’,
outlines that batteries are cheaper than
open-cycle gas turbine plants – such as
what is planned for Kurri Kurri – for
providing electricity peaking services.
“The Kurri Kurri plant is only expected
to run for about one week of every year.
When battery storage can deliver a cost
saving of 30 per cent while delivering
greater flexibility and significantly
reducing emissions intensity, it makes
no sense to be spending taxpayer dollars
on this fossil fuel project.
“It sends the wrong message to clean
energy investors and communities during
a time when the International Energy
Agency says there is no space for new
fossil fuel developments if the world is
to reach net-zero emissions by 2050.”
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Feds pursue ultra-low-cost solar with
new R&D funding
The Federal Government will pump $40
million into solar research and development
in a bid to cut the cost of solar energy to
roughly one-third of today’s costs.
The Australian Renewable Energy
Agency (ARENA) funding round will help
Australia keep its status as a global leader
in solar research and development, and
build on ARENA’s “solar 30 30 30 target”:
to achieve 30 per cent PV module efficiency
and 30 cents per installed watt at utility
scale by 2030.

Solar and wind already outcompete
fossil fuels as Australia’s cheapest forms
of energy, according to CSIRO research in
June 2021, even when the high transmission
costs associated with renewables are taken
into account.
“Ultra-low-cost solar will be a vital
component in helping Australia move
towards a lower cost, largely renewable
electricity system, and achieve the goal
of net-zero emissions by 2050,” says
ARENA CEO Darren Miller.

The solar R&D funding will flow to two
different cohorts: innovations in high
performance solar cells and modules,
where Australian R&D already excels,
and innovations across solar systems,
operations and maintenance. The latter
seeks to “broaden the approach to
accelerate innovation that can drive down
the upfront and ongoing costs of utility scale
solar PV in the field”, according to ARENA.
The funding will be split evenly between
the two streams.
Some of Australia’s best research in solar
has emerged from the University of NSW,
including the PERC (Passivated Emitter
and Rear Cell) silicon solar cell, which was
invented by UNSW researchers 30 years
ago and is now the foundation of more
than 80 per cent of the world’s solar panels,
according to Miller.
More recently, a startup founded by
former UNSW students called SunDrive set
a new world record for the most efficient
solar cell. The cell uses copper instead of
silver and achieves an efficiency of 25.54
per cent. Copper is about 100 times cheaper
than silver.
Achieving ultra-low-cost solar – solar
energy that costs $15 per megawatt hour
to generate – was flagged as a goal in the
Federal Government’s “Low Emissions
Technology Statement” released in 2021.
Driving down the costs of renewables
even further is expected to help bring
down the cost of green hydrogen, and
underpin the decarbonisation of industrial
outputs such as steel and aluminium.
The Federal Government has also
committed $150 million towards a “clean
hydrogen trade program” to establish
supply chains for clean hydrogen and clean
hydrogen derivatives, such as ammonia,
starting with Japan.

Researchers at Flinders University, with
Australian and Chinese collaborators, are
developing an all-organic polymer battery
that can deliver a cell voltage of 2.8V,
which would be a giant leap forward
towards improving the energy storage
capability of organic batteries.
Fully organic rechargeable household
batteries are an ideal alternative to
traditional metal-based batteries, and
are a positive step in the fight to reduce
waste from heading to landfill.
“While starting with small household
batteries, we already know organic
redox-active materials are typical
electroactive alternatives due to their
inherently safe, lightweight and structuretunable features,” says senior lecturer in
chemistry, Dr Zhongfan Jia, a research
leader at Flinders University’s Institute
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for Nanoscale Science and Technology.
“Most importantly, they’re sustainable
and environmentally friendly.”
Dr Jia’s research team aims to make
a fully biodegradable battery with a cell
voltage of more than 3V, and capacity
to above 200mAh/g.
Lithium-ion batteries have enabled
a proliferation of portable devices and
electric vehicles, but rising demand for
materials such as lithium, cobalt and other
mineral ore resources have had a
significant environmental impact, including
the non-hazardous disposal of batteries.
Developing rechargeable batteries
from ethically sourced, sustainable
materials for on-demand requirements
is a potential alternative.
Research is focusing on improving fully
organic batteries’ cell voltage, capacity

Dr Zhongfan Jia from Flinders University.

and durability of materials to contribute
to recycling in a circular economy with
affordable and efficient batteries.
“Although the capacity needs further
improvement, our work shows the promise
of developing high-voltage, fully organic
batteries with a judicious electrode
design,” says Dr Jia.
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Researchers developing biodegradable
organic battery to replace lithium-ion

NEWS IN BRIEF

Clean Energy Council announces
policy recommendations ahead of
federal election
With Australia’s federal election looming on
the horizon in 2022, the Clean Energy
Council has launched its “Roadmap for
a Renewable Energy Future: Federal Election
Policy Recommendations”.
With the goal of urging Australia’s political
leaders to commit to meeting the nation’s
domestic electricity demand with clean
energy by 2030, the nine-point plan consists
of several key policy recommendations:
• Electrify Australia — power the Australian
economy and industry with wind, solar,
hydro, bioenergy and battery storage.
• Empower customers and communities
to make the switch to clean energy.
• Build a strong, smart, 21st century
electricity network.
• Maximise the creation of quality clean
energy jobs and a local supply chain.
• Provide greater support and certainty
for coal communities and industry as the
phase-out of coal generation accelerates.
• Modernise Australia’s energy market and
its governance for the clean energy
transformation.
• Turbocharge clean energy innovation.
• Decarbonise Australian industries using
clean energy.
• Put Australia on a path to becoming
a global clean energy superpower that
exports renewable energy to Asia and
beyond.
Clean Energy Council chief executive
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Kane Thornton says Australia is at
a crucial juncture where investment in
the transition to clean energy should be
significantly increased.
“Now is the time to exploit Australia’s
natural advantages to bring down the cost
of electricity for households and businesses,
and position the country as the innate home
of energy-intensive industries in the Asia
Pacific,” he says.
“Clean energy can create thousands of
new jobs, empower consumers, bring
economic activity to regional communities,
lower power prices and create the smart
infrastructure of the future that can cement
Australia’s place as a global clean energy
superpower.
“More renewable energy investment is
crucial for Australia to prepare for the
inevitable exit of ageing coal generators
during the coming decade.”
Australia’s state and territory
governments have been the primary drivers
of policy relating to the transition to clean
energy, however the Clean Energy Council
argues the Federal Government needs a coordinated strategy to facilitate private
investment in low-cost clean energy.
“Voters will back policy that promotes
emissions reduction and, critically, the
Australian business community supports an
acceleration of Australia’s decarbonisation
efforts,” says Thornton.

Australian renewables company
Maoneng has received development
approval for its proposed
240MWp/480MWh Battery Energy
Storage System (BESS) at Mornington
Peninsula, in Victoria’s south.
The standalone BESS facility will be
located adjacent to AusNet’s existing
Tyabb substation, and will draw and
store energy from the grid during
off-peak periods and dispatch energy
to the grid during peak periods,
generating power for the equivalent
of 40,000 average Australian homes.
The $190 million project will be
completed by mid-2023 and will
support the Victorian Government’s
objective of improving the reliability
of regional electricity in the
Mornington Peninsula, a region
particularly exposed to fluctuations
in demand as a result of seasonal
tourism.
The BESS project is expected
to create around 160 full-time jobs
during its 12-month construction
phase.
“The Mornington BESS will be
a vital piece of local infrastructure
that will benefit the local economy
in several ways,” says Maoneng
co-founder and CEO Morris Zhou.
“It will help stabilise the network
and manage periods of peak demand
when local companies and households
really need reliable electricity.
“There are also commercial
opportunities during construction,
and more work on the supply chain
will begin as soon as our contractor
comes onboard and begins the
process of hiring individuals,
companies and equipment suppliers.”
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Major renewable
energy project
at Mornington
Peninsula a step
closer
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Wallerawang
power plant
transformation
continues with
demolition
Community focused company
Greenspot and its demolition partner,
Liberty Industrial, recently carried
out a controlled explosive demolition
of the Unit 7 boiler structure at
Wallerawang Power Station, near
Lithgow, NSW.
Wallerawang Power Station was
retired in 2014, and Greenspot has
applied for approval to convert the
site into an integrated multi-use
precinct, including a $400 million
500MW/1000MWh battery. In early
February, the NSW Department of
Planning, Industry and Environment
placed Greenspot’s Environmental
Impact Statement for the grid-scale
battery on public exhibition.
The battery will help enhance the
reliability of the electricity grid,
and accelerate the development
of renewables in NSW.
The demolition of the Unit 7 boiler
structure is a major milestone for the
project.
“We are highly motivated to speed
the transformation of Wallerawang
Power Station and attract new
investment into the region,” said
Greenspot founder Neil Schembri.
“This is our second major blast event
after the November 2021 demolition
of two chimney stacks and the other
boiler. We are thoroughly energised
by the potential for positive impact
of this transformation on the local
community, economy and jobs.”
Greenspot CEO Brett Hawkins
said the company is committed to
ensuring the project has a positive
impact on the local community.
“Wallerawang Power Station was
retired in 2014, and we are incredibly
mindful of the impact these closures
have — not only how they affect the
supply and transmission of electricity,
but how they affect the lives of
workers and communities,” he said.
“People in Lithgow and the NSW
Central West are resilient, and there
is a proud legacy of industry and
innovation. Renewed business activity
is required for future generations to
thrive, and we are excited to be part
of it.
“Many community members see an
opportunity for this area to chart its
own course towards a rejuvenated,
sustainable and circular economy.”
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Solar farm opens at Melbourne Airport
Spanning an area the size of 26 football
fields, a new solar farm at Melbourne Airport
will power around 15 per cent of the
international facility’s four terminals.
With a majority of flights cancelled during
the past 18 months due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the Victorian capital’s major
airport was able to push forward with the
12-megawatt solar farm project that forms
part of its accelerated plan to reduce
scope 1 and scope 2 emissions by 2025.
Melbourne Airport’s chief of ground
transport, Jai McDermott, said the enforced
shutdown of a majority of airline services
during the height of the pandemic allowed
work to progress rapidly on installation
of 30,000 solar panels located near the
north-south runway.
“The airport was definitely quiet on most
days during the pandemic so we were able to
crack on with a great project,” he said.
The project was first announced in August
2020 and is forecast to generate 17 gigawatthours of electricity per annum.
Victorian Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change Lily D’Ambrosio recently
voiced her support for the Melbourne Airport
solar farm initiative.
“This very much fits in with our
government’s ambitions when it comes to
achieving net-zero emissions by 2050, and
importantly, halving our emissions by 2030,”
she said. “It shows what you can achieve
when you make a decision, set yourself clear
ambition, and take actions that can be seen
and replicated.
“Next time you fly into Melbourne Airport
keep your eyes open for their new solar farm
— it’s impressive.
“It’s great to see so many businesses
playing their part in helping meet our goal
to halve Victoria’s emissions by 2030.”
In addition to the solar farm project,
Melbourne Airport has announced the
introduction of an organics waste
recycling stream that will see 60 per cent
of terminal waste diverted from landfill
by 2024. It is expected to be operational

by the end of 2022.
Melbourne Airport’s chief of
infrastructure, Simon Gandy, said the
facility’s net-zero target is among the most
ambitious carbon emissions reduction plan
of any capital city airport in Australia.
“While our primary job is to move
passengers and freight safely and efficiently
around Australia and the world, we are
committed to doing so in a way that is
environmentally responsible,” he said.
“We know that achieving net-zero Scope 1
and 2 emissions by 2025 is ambitious, but
we also recognise that we need to take big
steps to tackle the challenges we face as
a global society.
“We will achieve our target by reducing
our energy footprint through operational
and technology efficiencies, and sourcing
our future energy demands through
renewable energy generation.
“This means that by 2030 we expect to
have more than 50 per cent of our energy
needs met by expanding our onsite solar
generation facilities, with the remainder of
our energy requirements procured through
dedicated power purchasing agreements
directly linked to high-quality solar and wind
farm developments in Victoria.
“In addition to Scope 1 and 2, we are
developing a strategy for Scope 3 emissions,
working closely with our airline and ground
transport partners, airport tenants and
broader supply chain to reduce emissions
across the aviation industry.
“The introduction of an organics waste
stream is expected to further reduce our
environmental footprint and contribute
to the airport’s goal of diverting 60 per
cent of terminal waste from landfill by the
end of 2024.
“It follows a ban on single-use plastics in
the airport’s terminals that came into force
at the end of 2021. Outside of our terminals
we continue to practice circular economy
principles by reusing soil, water, concrete
and asphalt as part of infrastructure
construction projects.”
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Fighting the inevitable:
Coal closures and the
clean energy transition
The Federal Government continues to back coal-fired power, but with an election looming, it’s not too late
to change, writes Clean Energy Council chief executive Kane Thornton

financially committed at the end of 2021,
representing more than 7GW of new
capacity. The rooftop solar sector is also
expected to continue performing strongly
throughout 2022. When added to the 30
new utility-scale batteries that were being
built at the end of last year, the ongoing
construction of Snowy 2.0, the Kidston
Pumped Storage Hydro Project, and the raft
of new renewable hydrogen projects that
have been announced, it’s clear Australia’s
clean energy transition is no longer just
a possibility – it is inevitable.

E

nergy has once again dominated the
headlines at the beginning of 2022,
with the announcement that the
closure of several coal-fired power
generators will be brought forward,
putting the clean energy transition
front and centre in the national debate.
The Federal Government’s response to
these developments has been to wheel out
the same old tired fear campaigns about
skyrocketing power prices and imminent
blackouts. But the ongoing success of
Australia’s clean energy transition, and
the exposure of an increasing number of
Australians to the positive benefits of clean
energy, mean these arguments are no longer
taken as seriously as they once were.
Instead, such rhetoric further damages
the relationship between the energy
industry and the current government,
which is at a low point due to frequent
unhelpful interventions and an ongoing
lack of a clear strategy and policy.
However, with the federal election
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imminent, the government still has time to
right past wrongs and unlock the enormous
employment, investment and environmental
benefits enabled by Australia becoming
a global clean energy superpower.

CLEAN ENERGY TRANSITION
POWERING ON
As shown in the Clean Energy Council’s
recently released report, “Clean Energy
Australia 2022”, the Australian renewable
energy industry is growing faster than ever
before. Renewable energy accounted for
32.5 per cent of the country’s total
electricity generation in 2021, which was
an increase of almost five percentage points
compared to 2020. In the past five years
alone, the proportion of Australia’s
electricity that comes from renewables has
nearly doubled, increasing from 16.9 per
cent in 2017.
And the industry’s growth is showing no
signs of slowing, with 66 large-scale wind
and solar projects under construction or

The Australian clean energy industry’s
rapid growth has positively impacted
energy prices, emissions and regional
employment. It has also had a dramatic
impact on the ongoing viability of the
nation’s fleet of coal-fired power stations.
This has been driven home in the past few
months, with AGL announcing it will bring
forward the closure of its Bayswater and
Loy Yang A coal-fired power plants; Origin
Energy announcing the Eraring Power
Station will close seven years ahead of
schedule; and Mike Cannon-Brookes and
Brookfield launching an audacious bid
to purchase AGL so they can close its
fossil fuel power stations by 2035.
These developments won’t come as
a surprise to anyone familiar with the
Australian Energy Market Operator’s
2022 Draft Integrated System Plan,
which assumed that at least 14GW of
coal generation will retire by 2030, and
potentially that all coal may be gone
by 2032. But rather than accepting the
inevitable decline of coal-fired power
generation in Australia by coordinating
its orderly retirement and preparing for
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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COAL-FIRED POWER APPROACHING
RETIREMENT AGE
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“It’s clear Australia’s clean energy
transition is no longer just a
possibility — it is inevitable.”

its replacement with support for new clean
energy generation, the Federal Government
has continued to push back against the
energy transition through scaremongering
and threats of intervention.
However, people are no longer as
susceptible to these types of tactics as
they once were. This is because they’ve
increasingly been exposed to the direct
positive benefits of the clean energy
transition through the solar system on their
roof, or initiatives such as the Clean Energy
Council’s “Renewable Energy is Here Now”
campaign, which has convinced millions of
previously cautious Australians about the
considerable benefits of renewable energy.
The degree of mistrust that already exists
between the Federal Government and the
energy industry was plain to see following
the recent announcements. Minister for
Energy and Emissions Reduction Angus
Taylor was only informed about Origin
Energy’s decision to close the Eraring Power
Plant the day before it was announced.
In contrast, his counterpart in the NSW
Government had been negotiating with
the energy company for several months.
This mistrust has been built during
a decade of Coalition governments, starting
with the threat to abolish the Renewable
Energy Target and continuing through its
bullying of AGL over the closure of the
Liddell Power Station and the introduction
www.ecogeneration.com.au

of its so-called “Big Stick” legislation. This
has all come against a backdrop of the
Federal Government refusing to heed the
industry’s calls to develop a nationally
coordinated approach to manage the
retirement of fossil fuel generation and
support the necessary clean energy capacity
to replace it.

NEVER TOO LATE TO CHANGE
COURSE
While the Federal Government’s actions
have damaged its relationship with the
energy industry during the past decade,
there is still time to right past wrongs in
the lead up to the federal election.
An excellent way to do this would be to
adopt the recommendations outlined in the
Clean Energy Council’s “Roadmap for
a Renewable Energy Future: Federal
Election Policy Recommendations”. These
include electrifying Australia; building
a 21st-century electricity network;
providing support for the coal industry as
coal generation retires; modernising the
governance of Australia’s energy market;

and decarbonising Australian industry
using clean energy.
Not only would this demonstrate the
government’s commitment to its target of
net-zero emissions by 2050, it would also
attract billions of dollars in investment,
create tens of thousands of jobs, and well
and truly set up Australia to be a global
clean energy superpower.
By showing the same leadership on
clean energy as its state and territory
counterparts, the Federal Government
would drastically improve its environmental
credentials and potentially even gain an
electoral advantage over an opposition
that is being cautious not to overcommit
on energy or climate policy.
Recent history suggests a turnaround
from this government is improbable,
past elections have shown that pragmatism
often overrules ideology when electoral
victory is on the line. We can only hope
the coming campaign plays out this way so
renewable energy is the winner, regardless
of which party forms
government.

Kane Thornton has more than a decade’s experience in energy
policy and leadership in the development of the renewable energy
industry. His column is a regular feature in EcoGeneration, where
he analyses industry trends and explains the impacts of federal
and state renewable policies on the energy sector.
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Calls to invest in
coal-to-renewables
transition initiatives

With the announcement of
accelerated closures of several
fossil fuel power plants across
Australia, there are increasing
calls for the federal and state
governments to help coal
communities transition to
renewables, writes Gavin Dennett
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A

head of the federal election
that is looming on the horizon,
the Clean Energy Council is
urging the next Federal
Government to establish
a new authority with at least $1 billion
funding to invest in transition initiatives
in coal communities across Australia.
The plea comes on the back of the
announcement by AGL on 10 February,
2022, that is has accelerated the closure
dates of its two biggest coal-fired power
plants by several years, responding to
a market shift towards renewables.
The soon-to-be-demerged energy giant

revealed plans to bring forward the closure
of its Bayswater coal-fired power station in
the NSW Hunter Valley to “no later than
2033” from its original cease date of 2035.
It’s Loy Yang A power station near
Traralgon, in east Victoria, will also close
early, in 2045, from its original closing date
of 2048.
AGL generates around one-fifth of
the National Energy Market’s power,
and the company says the timing of the
closures of the Bayswater and Loy Yang A
power plants will depend on “the readiness
of the entire energy system to operate
without our critical baseload generation”.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The Bayswater power plant in the NSW
Hunter Valley is due to close in 2033

Ultimately, market forces may decide on
even earlier possible closure dates, with the
company providing “closure windows” of
2030-2033 for Bayswater, and 2040-2045
for Loy Yang A.
On 17 February, 2022, Origin Energy also
announced it has sought approval from the
Australian Energy Market Operator to bring
forward the closure of its Eraring Power
Station by seven years, from 2032 to 2025.
The Eraring facility, located in the NSW
Hunter Valley, is the largest coal-fired
power plant in Australia, employing
approximately 400 people, including
contractors. It is the only coal plant owned
www.ecogeneration.com.au

by Origin Energy, and in the future the
company will generate power from
renewables and gas, including a proposed
700MW battery storage facility on the
Eraring site.
“Origin’s proposed exit from coal-fired
generation reflects the continuing, rapid
transition of the National Energy Market
as we move to cleaner sources of energy,”
said Origin Energy chief executive Frank
Calabria.
The Clean Energy Council expects this
news from AGL and Origin Energy to be
part of a wave of announcements signalling
the early closure of fossil fuel generators

across Australia, and it is emphasising the
need for greater support and certainty for
coal communities and industry as the
phase-out of coal generation accelerates.
Clean Energy Council chief executive
Kane Thornton says any new government
authority would need to heed the lessons
from closure of the Hazelwood Power
Station, in Victoria’s Latrobe Valley in 2017,
and co-ordinate and leverage resources and
capability across local government, unions,
training providers, universities and regional
development initiatives.
Funding would allow these parties
to support targetted investment in the
April 2022 ecogeneration
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AGL TAKEOVER

“The massive uptake of
renewable energy is
creating thousands of
jobs, and driving down
power prices.”
Kane Thornton, chief executive
Clean Energy Council
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AGL TARGETTED FOR TAKEOVER
Australia’s largest energy utility recently rejected an $8 billion
takeover bid by tech billionaire Mick Cannon-Brookes, but pressure
is mounting from the cashed-up consortium that won’t take no for
an answer

A

ustralian tech billionaire Mike CannonBrookes has made an audacious bid to
buy out Australia’s largest power utility,
AGL, and accelerate its transition from coal
to renewables. On 19 February, 2022, the
founder of software company Atlassian
announced an $8 billion bid for the energy
giant, however the following day, after an
emergency board meeting, the bid was
rejected by AGL, which stated it
undervalued the company despite it
currently being valued at $4.7 billion.
However, Cannon-Brookes, via his
private business Grok Ventures, and his
business partner Brookfield have set
aside an additional $20 billion to transition
AGL away from coal towards wind farms
and big batteries, and they vow to continue
their push directly to AGL shareholders

to get hold of the company.
Cannon-Brookes — who has a 20 per cent
share in the consortium, with Brookfield
comprising 80 per cent — has been very
upfront in his assertion that the bid to gain
control of AGL is about helping accelerate
the world towards a zero-carbon economy.
The Australian energy company has
a history dating back 180 years and is
one of the nation’s biggest generators of
greenhouse gases, accounting for around
eight per cent of Australia’s emissions.
It has around 4.5 million customers, many
of them households.
On 10 February, 2022, AGL announced
it has accelerated the closure date of its
two biggest coal-fired power plants
— Bayswater power station in the NSW
Hunter Valley, and Loy Yang A power

“We are putting resources towards investing in
ways that will drive Australia and the economy
forward.”
Mike Cannon-Brookes
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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transition to renewables and stimulate new
economic and employment opportunities for
communities in these regions.
“These announcements [by AGL and
Origin Energy] is a reminder that coal
power stations will close faster and faster,”
says Thornton. “That means every effort
must be taken to accelerate the rollout of
the wind, solar, storage and transmission
that is needed to complete our shift to
a modern electricity system.”
Australia’s progressive transition to clean
energy is well and truly underway. In its
“Draft 2022 Integrated System Plan”,
the Australian Energy Market Operator
predicts renewables will comprise 79 per
cent of the National Electricity Market by
2030, which necessitates the retirement of
more than half of current coal capacity in
the next eight years.
“The massive uptake of renewable energy
is creating thousands of jobs, driving down
power prices and resulting in a fundamental
shift for Australia’s energy system,” says
Thornton. “This is allowing more of our
very old, expensive and polluting coal-fired
power stations to close.”
Richie Merzian, climate and energy
program director at The Australia Institute,
says the Eraring Power Station closure
shows coal power is finding it increasingly
difficult to compete in the electricity
market.
“These decisions are entirely economic
and the closures inevitable,” he says.
“Rather than be taken by surprise by ad-hoc
announcements such as this and AGL’s
Loy Yang A announcement, Australia needs
to be prepared.
“There are thousands of workers in
Australian coal-fired power stations.
They deserve certainty. Australian
policymakers need to be planning to look
after communities and workers in coal

TRANSITION TO RENEWABLES
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power regions, rather than selling false
hope by trying to prop up a dying industry.
“Renewable energy is here right now. [On
16 February] more than $100 billion in clean
energy projects were proposed for the
Hunter-Central Coast Renewable Energy
Zone.
“There are excellent examples overseas
that Australia could draw on to harness the
growing opportunity to invest in regional
Australia and continue the tradition of
regional Australia being the energy source
for the nation.
“Germany has done it with a plan that
involves communities, industry and
government. There is no reason Australia
can’t follow suit.”
The International Energy Agency’s
“Net Zero By 2050” report says the world
must phase out all unabated coal plants by
2040, while the least efficient coal plants
– which is most of Australia’s coal fleet

“There are thousands
of workers in coal-fired
power stations. They
deserve certainty.”
Richie Merzian,
The Australia Institute

Image: Douglas Cliff/Shutterstock.com

station near Traralgon, in east
Victoria — by several years. The plan
is to bring forward the closure of
Bayswater to “no later than 2033”
from its original cease date of 2035.
Loy Yang A power station will close
in 2045, from its original close date
of 2048.
However, if the takeover bid is
eventually successful, Cannon-Brookes
plans to convert AGL into a clean
energy giant and accelerate its exit
from coal by closing its coal-fired
power plants by 2030 — 15 years
earlier than the company’s forecasts
— and targetting net-zero emissions by
2035. It would also scupper proposed
plans to split the company in two to
form an electricity generation
operation and a power retailer.
The bid by Cannon-Brookes and
Brookfield drew criticism from
Australian Prime Minister Scott
Morrison, citing the rapid closure of
coal plants will lead to a spike in
consumers’ power bills. But CannonBrookes, an outspoken advocate for
action on climate change, scoffed at
that suggestion, saying the consortium
“strongly believes it will result in lower
bills for consumers”.
“People are asking energy providers
for [clean energy] already,” he said.
“They want energy to be as cheap as
possible and continue to be cheaper.
So we’d have to be delivering far
cheaper energy in 10 years’ time.
And obviously far cleaner energy in
10 years’ time.
“[We] are putting resources towards
trying to be catalytic investing in ways
that will drive Australia and the
economy forward, and hopefully the
world’s decarbonisation process
forward. Environmental concerns
affect every sector of the economy,
whether that is manufacturing or
resources.
“Most of the brownouts recently
have happened because of what?
Coal plants being offline. Why?
Because they’re very aged assets and
no-one is building new ones as they
don’t make economic sense. They’re
the ones threatening the reliability of
your bills.”
Brookfield Asia-Pacific chief
executive Stewart Upson said the
transition away from coal would
happen “in a way that prioritises
customer power reliability and prices”.
“We have a defined plan to
significantly rationalise AGL’s most
carbon-intensive thermal assets once
we have replaced its capacity through
the execution of a large-scale
renewable build-out, supported by an
identified project pipeline,” he said.

– need to be phased out by 2030.
Australia has 24 coal-fired power
stations currently in operation, and
around 75 per cent of them are already
beyond their intended lifespan.
“By the time the next federal election
rolls around, Liddell Power Station [near
Muswellbrook in NSW] will have closed,
and Yallourn Power Station [in east Victoria]
will be a few years from closure, which is
why policy decisions made at this election
are critical,” says Thornton.
“International and Australian experience
shows that proactive, planned approaches to
industrial transition are likely to achieve far
better economic and employment outcomes
than reactive, emergency action after
closures are announced.
“It is imperative that industry,
government, unions and communities
work together to manage this inevitable
transition so people and their communities
aren’t left behind.
“There are enormous opportunities in the
new energy world, but it requires leadership,
planning and commitment to unlock and
take everyone with us.”
While some workers are facing anxiety
around their livelihood as coal-fired plants
close, the clean energy industry is desperate
for skilled workers.
“The clean energy sector is facing
a growing labour shortage and deepening
skills gap,” says Thornton.

Origin Energy plans to bring forward the closure of its Eraring Power Station by seven years, from 2032 to 2025.
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“With proper planning for communities, we could
be offering pathways to help transition many coal
workers into careers in clean energy.”
Kane Thornton, chief executive Clean Energy Council
create an additional 500 jobs in the
construction of wind farms, batteries
and other renewable technology.
In a “future industries” package worth
almost $1 billion, the NSW Government has
planned for the creation of an additional
2700 construction jobs through the
fast-tracked delivery of transmission
infrastructure required to connect new
sources of generation to the energy grid.
Minister Kean said the closure of coalfired plants creates opportunities for job
creation in the low-carbon economy.
“NSW has some of the cheapest
renewable energy in the world, which gives
us a massive competitive advantage in
producing clean fuels, chemicals and

materials such as green steel, green
ammonia and green hydrogen,” he said.
“Just as Tesla redefined the motor vehicle
industry, I want NSW companies to pioneer
new approaches to the energy
transformation right across the economy.”
The transition to clean energy can be
transformative for Australia’s regional
communities by not only providing low-cost,
renewable energy to consumers, but
through providing long-term employment
pathways in the clean energy sector.
Additionally, it can create greater resilience
for regional and farming communities
through landholder payments, community
benefit schemes and co-location with
agricultural production.

Clean Energy Council chief executive Kane Thornton says there are lessons to be learnt from the closure of Hazelwood Power Station in Victoria in 2017.
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“With proper planning for communities
and consideration of education and training
needs, we could be offering pathways to help
transition many coal workers into careers in
clean energy.
“The NSW Government announced it has
received $100 billion worth of proposals for
its Hunter-Central Coast Renewable Energy
Zone, which illustrates initiatives such as its
NSW Electricity Infrastructure Roadmap
can resolve a number of the key barriers to
investment, such as access to the necessary
transmission capacity, investment certainty
through long-term energy services
agreements, and addressing slow and costly
planning processes.”
In a sign of hope that the NSW
Government is listening, just days after
Origin Energy announced the early closure
of Eraring Power Station, NSW Minister
for Energy and the Environment Matt Kean
announced a plan to deliver new jobs in
renewables for the plant’s workers.
Minister Kean said $300 million would be
invested over 10 years to deliver 500 jobs
building hydrogen infrastructure, and
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ENERGY TRANSITION

Net zero or 100% renewables:
It’s time to decide
A detailed report into the electricity market shows the risks to generators and consumers of a rapid,
uncoordinated transition to clean energy, writes Jeremy Chunn
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Negative demand and new records for solar
and wind as a share of generation sound like
good news, but they also show how energy
users are being pushed further out on
a limb. Sure, the GenInsights21 report
points out, high-risk, low-probability events
may seldom happen, but they will happen
one day. A greater reliance on variable
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Australia hosts three million rooftop solar
systems, and the Australian Energy Market
Operator in its Draft 2022 Integrated

LOW-PROBABILITY EVENTS
ALWAYS HAPPEN

NEM average daily total demand profiles

0030

HOW MUCH PV IS TOO MUCH?

scale solar in than rooftop solar.”
It’s hard to argue with that. Fans of
PV in Adelaide also should face up to the
fact that when a dense cloud appears
from out of nowhere, 1000MW can be
very quickly taken out of the system.
“That’s the system we have now and
it has a lot of risk,” says Dyson.

System Plan predicts five times as much by
2050. For anything in the future to resemble
a system, McArdle says rooftop generation
needs to be visible to AEMO.
Distribution companies can take the lead,
says Dyson. “If the DNSPs see voltage
issues, they can start the process to curtail
generation.” The flood of uncontrolled solar
exports is “curtailing everything”, says
Dyson, especially utility solar.
Take a look at South Australia. The 1GWor-so of rooftop PV connected within
25km of the Adelaide CBD has “the highest
priority to the system” under the current
rules. “[The market is] effectively saying:
that’s more efficient than a whole heap
of utility-scale solar sitting tens or
hundreds of kilometres away. But it’s far
more efficient economically to put large-

Avg. total demand

C

hildren of a certain age always know
for certain what they desperately
want. It is left to parents to decide
whether a “want” will be interpreted as
a “need”. In its 622-page GenInsights21
report, energy consultancy Global-Roam
sees Australia’s electricity market facing
the same moment of truth.
The rapid transition to clean energy is
getting more complex and risky; rooftop
PV is having a significant impact on
revenues, especially at solar farms; as
minimum demand falls, the ramp to
a stubbornly high peak puts strain on
supply. Rising risk and uncertainty can
only lead to unexpected outcomes.
Perhaps it’s time for the parent to say to
the child: 100 per cent renewables at all
costs is not the best solution.
Coal and gas still supply about 65 per cent
of the energy in the National Electricity
Market. As states pursue ambitious
intentions for renewable energy zones
that will host gigawatts of new wind, solar
and storage, investors and developers are
nervous about falling energy prices in their
revenue models.
“Price is just a product of supply and
demand,” says Global-Roam CEO Paul
McArdle, who co-authored the report with
Greenview Strategic Consulting CEO
Jonathon Dyson. “If you shoehorn lots of
additional capacity into the market and
you don’t retire other stuff, that’s going to
depress prices.”
Falling prices affect every form of
generation, says McArdle, but large-scale
solar (4.2 per cent of generation) is taking
a bigger hit as it bows to rooftop PV (about
7.8 per cent). That’s what happens when
you share an inflexible generation profile.

Source: GenInsights21 report
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renewables sees that risk amplified.
“It’s a big gamble when it comes to the
influx of rooftop PV,” says Dyson.
Plant owners, the AEMO and tech
providers are always refining forecasting
methods but the AEMO has said dense,
fast-moving storms have the biggest impact.
“The problem is by no means solved,”
McArdle tells EcoGeneration. “It means
other generators have to step in and surge
very quickly.”
A ramping event in South Australia where
30-50 per cent of rooftop PV has been lost in
less than 10 minutes will put strain even on
gas, says Dyson.
AEMO can restrict flows to Victoria via
the interconnector to force a price outcome
but “there’s only so much they can do and
there is only so much time to do it in”.
If that sounds worrying, get used to it.
It’s the new normal.
“These are the complexities and riskier
situations that are starting to materialise
every other weekend,” says Dyson.

Image: myphotobank.com.au/Shutterstock

CAN DISPATCHABLES BE PUSHED
TOO FAR?
Scheduled generators – coal, gas, hydro and
batteries – have seen their aggregate supply
targets slowly hollowed out, says McArdle.
That makes it harder to recoup costs and
increases the frequency of high-ramp
events. “Are the scheduled plants going to
earn sufficient returns to actually continue
to be there?” he says.
Proponents of clean energy may not
sympathise with owners of a written-down
coal plant, but voters who are suddenly
without electricity will freak right out.
Who will be blamed? Renewables, probably.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Thankfully, there is a wave of large-scale
storage queuing to connect. Beefy, fastresponse batteries will help, says McArdle,
but “[they] won’t have enough energy
storage to meet all the requirements”.
Pumped hydro, which can take a very long
time to build, will help. And let’s not
overlook gas as an “economically proven”
method of firming supply.

NET ZERO VS 100% RENEWABLES
As politicians and the public live through
the latest energy revolution they will
learn the difference between net zero,
which implies some polluting generation
will be allowed, and 100 per cent
renewables, which gives you the idea all
electricity will come from clean sources all
the time. At AEMO, CEO Daniel Westerman
is targeting 100 per cent “instantaneous”
renewables by 2025, only a few years away.
This has already happened, of course, in
South Australia at moments during 2021.
But is it realistic to target 100 per cent
renewables at all costs? “Maybe the
pragmatic question to ask is: does it have to
be 100 per cent, or is 90 per cent good
enough? And can the 10 per cent [energy
difference] be made up from a net-zero
technology?” says McArdle.
It will cost an enormous amount to build
the clean generation required to reach 100
per cent renewables, says Dyson, “and that
is absolutely not being factored into what is
going on now”. You only ever hear about
gigawatts, he says, with new transmission
and interconnectors seldom mentioned.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY…
Getting caught up with the goal of 100 per

cent on the NEM could leave operators
overlooking less-expensive solutions,
such as the occasional use of fossil fuels.
It happened in Tasmania in 2014 when
hydro plant owners ran their turbines hard
to earn carbon tax income. This depleted
dam levels so energy imported from Victoria
was relied on to make up for inadequate
rainfall. When Basslink failed in December
2015, diesel generators were deployed.
“You wouldn’t have wanted to get yourself
into that situation in the first place,” says
McArdle. “But once you’re there, deploying
diesel generators is the pragmatic thing to
do.” That unfortunate series of events is
unlikely, but anything that’s unlikely will
one day happen. Wind droughts can be
counted among such long-tail risks.
They shouldn’t be ignored. Tasmania’s
diesel solution, which met 30 per cent of
demand, would not be possible on the
mainland in the event of a sudden tightening
of supply. “Those are the realities of the
risks we are talking about,” says Dyson.

RENEWABLES WILL BEAR
THE BLAME
The point of the $3000 report isn’t to
deny a transition to renewables but to
clear the air about the risks ahead,
because when something goes wrong
– and it will – the real disaster will be
to blame new technology.
“If we continue to put our head in the
sand and not talk about the challenges
… [and something goes wrong], we’re
going to [be told] there will be no more
than 50 per cent renewables in this grid,
and that is absolutely a suboptimal
outcome,” says Dyson.
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Industrial and commercial scale
customers may benefit from this type
of asset management technology

Hygrid Energy’s “engineerin-a-box” solution for clean
energy assets

H

ygrid Energy’s three co-founders
– Ben Shepherd, Hamish MacFarlane
and Marc Pelletier – met while
working at Ecoult, which was a company
initially spun out of the CSIRO to
commercialise its “ultrabattery” invention.
From their time working for Ecoult, the
three became aware of the challenges of
getting battery systems to work optimally.
All equipment degrades over time, faster
in some climatic conditions than others,
and performs differently under varying
environmental factors. The same pressures
on performance and longevity also apply
to other renewable energy systems, such as
solar systems and microgrids.
In October 2020, the trio decided to stop
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talking about these issues and act on them
by developing an automated battery storage
asset performance management tool that
functions a bit like an “engineer-in-a-box”.
They started consulting in the space
with the hope of funding some software
development off the back of the consulting
work. However, Shepherd says they
struggled to get momentum given the
consulting work took up most of their time.
So after about six months they got an
angel investor onboard to free themselves
up to “start developing our technology in
earnest”.
What started out as a play in the energy
management space for batteries morphed
into an asset management platform for clean

Ben Shepherd from Hygrid Energy.
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This Australian startup wants to see all clean energy assets live long and productive lives
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energy assets more broadly. Shepherd says
there’s already several companies providing
energy monitoring and analytics tools but
what was missing from the marketplace was
a good old fashioned asset management tool.
“There’s no product that’s looking at
these systems as assets in the classic sense
of managing the assets to maximise the
financial returns,” he says.
The team has since delivered a minimum
viable product and while they are yet to
have implemented the software on a project,
Shepherd says they’ve been approached by
several companies, including one interested
in using the tool to manage EV charging
networks. It’s also signed a memorandum of
understanding with a green hydrogen
project to provide its asset management
technology for the electrolysers and fuel
cells within a green hydrogen system.
“We’re starting to get our first few
customers on,” he says.
Shepherd says the tool is not aimed at the
top end of the market, such as big battery
projects, because those projects are
supported by lifelong service contracts.
“That’s the kind of thing we are trying to
provide and make accessible and affordable
to the rest of the market,” he says.
Shepherd says there’s a big market in the
middle, namely industrial and commercial
scale customers, that would benefit from
this type of technology. He says systems
integrators, which do a great job of putting
together solar systems, microgrids and
other clean energy systems using invertors,
panels and other componentry from
a variety of vendors, could use the
technology to stand out from their
competitors. At the moment, he says these
installations are usually “set and forget”,
and systems integrators tend to move
onto the next project once its complete.
However, as the market for systems
integration has tightened up, Shepherd says
some players are looking to provide these
kinds of ongoing asset management services
as a competitive edge. “So that whole
market is a really good fit for us,” he says.
Providing assurance to investors also
presents an opportunity for the company.
“You need to be reporting to the investors
who provided you the money for those
systems that you’re meeting everything that
was laid out in the business case,” he says.
Investors want to know that the system is
meeting the revenues per quarter and,
ideally, whether the system is on track to
meet these targets in the future.
The intention is to be able to provide
www.ecogeneration.com.au

“There’s no product that’s looking at
these systems as assets in the classic
sense of managing the assets to maximise
the financial returns.”
these predictive capabilities by leveraging
machine learning (ML) technologies. Using
ML, the tool will be able to draw on past
performance and other inputs such as
weather patterns and load utilisation
forecasts to predict future operations.
“We’re not there yet – this is all the
stuff that’s in the pipeline,” says Shepherd.
“But it’s pretty exciting.”
He says the company is the only one of its
kind in Australia but there is a Canadian
company called PowerHub that is doing
something similar.

THE TEAM
The three co-founders cover nearly all bases
needed to develop this kind of technology.
Shepherd brings commercial and product
expertise, MacFarlane is an expert in
Internet of Things, and data analytics and
electrical engineer Pelletier brings the
power systems nous. The only skill-set
missing was the software development
piece, which is why they brought on
Mitchell Gayner. Shepherd says the plan
is to bring on more in-house development
resources after a capital raise this year.
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Farming the sun and land:
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The power of
agrivoltaics
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Rural communities will feel
better about the rollout of
utility-scale solar if
developers and landowners
favour dual-purpose deals,
writes Jeremy Chunn

B

en Wynn from solar development
company Wynergy says it would
be nice if many solar farmers got
out of the city from time to time
and spent more time with their
rural counterparts. “You’d see a reduction in
land-use conflict [and the perception that]
solar farmers are coming in and taking large
swathes of agricultural land,” he says.
Wynn is based in Tamworth, NSW
– a part of the state that will be transformed
as renewables projects are built to replace
ageing coal generators. He says Wynergy
advocates for “agrivoltaics” – PV systems
designed to operate on land used for grazing
sheep or horticulture.
Based on research Wynn’s seen from the
US and Europe, a solar farm designed using
agrivoltaic principles will experience more
than a 300 per cent increase in soil moisture
retention thanks to reduced evaporation and
exposure to wind.
“With that additional soil moisture, we
see about a 90 per cent increase in pasture
yield,” he says.
Farmers in Japan, Germany and the
US are leading the field in pairing solar
with horticulture, says NSW farmer
and renewables advocate Karin Stark.
An agrivoltaics trial at a tomato farm in
the US state of Arizona has seen a doubling
in yields.
“Tomatoes can’t process all the sun they
get in a day so shade can be quite beneficial,
and it reduces the need for irrigation,” Stark
tells EcoGeneration.
As the solar build-out continues across
Renewable Energy Zones where agriculture
is the leading sector, it will be important for
developers to listen to communities and
farmers. It’s hardly surprising if locals start
to fear the future when they see farmland
locked up in 25-year solar leases. However,
that attitude would change if the land had
dual use.
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accurate it will be in identifying high-value
agricultural land.
“Developers who want to put in a solar
farm should also go to the local community
to understand the value of that land,” she
says, because mapping data might not reveal
all the economic contributions of land to
farmers and the community. “It’s really
important locals understand the perception
of what the value of the land is.”

THE MOWING CREW
Sheep were quick to help the solar cause in
Australia. Woolly ovines have been keeping
the grass down at the 20MW Royalla Solar
Farm in the ACT since 2015. But developers
and landowners have become more sheepish
since then. In its 2021 report on “agrisolar”,
the Clean Energy Council reckoned 14
large-scale solar plants (5MW and above)
doubled as sheep farms in 2020.
The trend continues: on the NSW-ACT
border, the 120MW Wallaroo Solar Farm
plans to also operate as a 163-hectare sheep
farm, with natives planted to attract bees;
and plans for the 520MW Goulburn River
Solar Farm in NSW include around 1000
sheep grazing beneath bifacial PV arrays
standing five metres aboveground.
Landholders approached by solar
developers always have the option to
continue farming. Near Stark’s wheat,
cotton and barley farm in Narromine,
farmer Tom Warren, from Dubbo, is grazing
sheep beneath an 18MW solar farm. He’s
happy because his flock yields more wool,
and the plant owner is happy because
grazing keeps the grass down, meaning
less money is spent on chemicals.
A solar developer could expect to
negotiate competitive terms with a farmer
still working the land beneath the panels,
which includes vegetation management.
“The landholder, in return, gets to earn
income – whether it’s drought years or
not – but continues to make agricultural
income off that same land,” says Wynn.
“It’s a win-win.”
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During a two-year drought, Warren’s
sheep mostly got by on strips of grass that
survived on condensation that trickled from
tilted panels overnight. Where some sheep
farmers were handfeeding for 18 months,
Warren only needed to for three months.

TICKING BOXES

Wynn says the trick to farming the land and
sun at the same time is to use a 2P
orientation – two rows of panels stacked
in portrait – with trackers that are about
12 metres apart and about 2.2 metres
aboveground at the point of rotation,
and offer about 600mm ground clearance
when facing east or west.
“Having that row width of 12 metres
means you’ve got a lot more agricultural
functionality to get down that row and do
what you need to do as a farmer,” he says.
Sheep and poultry are short enough to do
no harm to panels, however cattle and PV
are not a good mix. Some farmers have
beehives positioned among solar arrays,
and one owner in Werris Creek, NSW, is
planning to harvest hay between rows of PV.
“It would be great if 2Ps were a favoured

Large-scale solar is not a large-scale threat
to prime agricultural land, says Shane
Melotte from Energy Forms, a company
that helps developers find locations for
large-scale projects and navigate the
approvals process.
“You get caught in a position where you’re
trying to locate projects on the absolute
lowest-quality agricultural land, not have
any environmental impacts, and still be in
a position where there is capacity in the
grid,” he says.
Until the National Energy Market is
upgraded to support connection of new
renewables, suitable locations are
becoming harder to find. Melotte says
a shift to solar farms doubling as working
farms is underway.
“Developers are having those
conversations with landowners, and
landowners are retaining the right to do
that kind of activity between the rows of
panels when they do their lease
agreements,” he says.
In NSW, various mapping systems used
to classify land for mining and resources
exploration, or as biophysical strategic
agricultural land, are being replaced by an
all-inclusive system, but Stark wonders how
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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system, or if the government regulated that
prime agricultural land had to be continued
for use,” says Wynn. “You’d see a big
reduction in the land-use conflict.”
The higher and wider-apart 2P format
only accounts for about 10 per cent of largescale solar plants and projects. The other 90
per cent is 1P, about 1.2 metres to 1.5 metres
aboveground along the axis, with 6.5 metres
between rows. A farmer can’t really do
much with strips of land that narrow, says
Wynn, “and then you’ve got to spend
hundreds of thousands a year on mowing.”
Nextracker’s distributed PV tracking
system, with all mechanics about 1.5 metres
aboveground, have been installed at some
sites around Australia where sheep are left
to roam among the arrays, happily eating
grass. The company has proposed 2P
tracking for some utility-scale projects
where crops are planned, although
Nextracker vice-president Australia Peter
Weale tells EcoGeneration its 1P format
would also work.
“We have designed a few of these systems
with agriculture underneath,” he says. “It
would work on either technology [1P or 2P].”

VEGETATION ON SOLAR FARMS
Cropping beneath solar isn’t as
straightforward as grazing. High-value

“The landholder gets to earn income, but
continues to make agricultural income off
that same land.”
Ben Wynn, Wynergy
crops such as blueberries, tomatoes and
celery benefit from shade, says Stark,
and solar could benefit vineyards.
“Having solar panels provide part-shade
can be very positive,” she says, pointing to
a trial by Agriculture Victoria at an
orchard in Goulburn Valley, where panels
will be installed above pear trees. At the
operational 34MW Cohuna Solar Farm in
Victoria, low-lying pastures and crops are
being considered.
The extra cost of designing and building
a PV plant that suits horticulture may be
enough to turn off some developers.
Cropping increases the risk of fire at
a PV plant, but that doesn’t mean it can’t
be done successfully.
“With social licence being such a massive
risk to some of these developments in some
of these regional communities that have
agriculture at their heart, it’s really
important we at least try,” says Stark.
High-value agricultural land needn’t be
sacrificed to renewables, but developments
should always be assessed for dual-use.

It could be as simple as planting wildflowers
between arrays, as some farmers in the
US are doing, to attract bees that pollinate
70 per cent of food crops.
Stark’s message to solar developers is
simple: “People in rural Australia are
attached to and identify with the rural
landscape,” she says. “If developers want to
build a project that won’t attract much
opposition, they’ve got to start thinking
about ways farming can continue between
solar panels.”
If agriculture and energy are seen to be
working together, rural communities and
peak bodies can move in the same direction.
In her role as an agrivoltaics advocate, Stark
is working on the third National Renewables
in Agriculture Conference and Expo,
planned for 18 August, 2022, in Albury. The
main focus is farmers using clean energy
solutions to replace diesel, but some
speakers are there to explain the
opportunities that large-scale renewables
projects can offer landowners and
communities.

“Having solar panels
provide part-shade
can be very positive.”
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EXPORTING GREEN HYDROGEN

Australia’s

HYDROGEN
Bottling up Australia’s sunshine
and wind as green hydrogen
and exporting it to the world
is starting to look less like
a pipedream. But first we
need to get the colours right,
writes Poppy Johnston
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I

n late January 2022, the world’s first
purpose-built hydrogen tanker, the
Japanese-made Suiso Frontier, started
loading its first shipment of liquid
hydrogen at Victoria’s Port of Hastings
to transport to Japan.
Clean hydrogen, which is a flexible
fuel that can be used for transport,
manufacturing and electricity production,
is central to Japan’s decarbonisation agenda.
Which is why it may come as a surprise the
hydrogen loaded onto the ship was made
using dirty brown coal from Victoria’s
Latrobe Valley.
Granted, carbon offsets will be used
during this early pilot phase and the plan

is to eventually build carbon capture and
storage (CCS) capabilities to capture carbon
dioxide released in the coal-to-hydrogen
process. As part of the Japan-Australia
venture designed to iron out wrinkles in the
hydrogen supply chain, the controversial
CCS technology landed another $20 million
from the Australian Government.
It’s the latest development in a dream that
has captured the imagination of many
people in the space in just a few short years:
Australia exporting hydrogen to the world.
Clean hydrogen and ammonia could replace
Australia’s lucrative fossil fuel exports in
a decarbonised global economy; reduce the
nation’s reliance on imported fuels; slash
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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superpower opportunity

EXPORTING GREEN HYDROGEN

“The coexistence issues
between land for food
and land for energy
production is going
to be a critical social
licence issue.”
Professor Peta Ashworth
University of Queensland
more to drive momentum than carbon
prices.
However, many questions remain
unanswered for Australia’s clean hydrogen
export opportunity: What are the best
regions for producing it? Will communities
embrace it when the time comes to build the
necessary infrastructure? What should we
be using it for given clean electricity is
cheaper and cleaner in many applications?
In fact, even the definition of “clean”
hydrogen remains an open question.

ALL THE COLOURS

The Hydrogen Energy Supply
Chain (HESC) project in
Victoria’s Port of Hastings

global emissions; and create thousands of
jobs in the regions.
That’s the vision outlined in the Federal
Government’s National Hydrogen Strategy,
led by Australia’s chief scientist, Dr Alan
Finkel. The goal of bringing down the cost
of clean hydrogen to below $2 a kilogram
has been backed up by millions in
government funding for research and
projects, including the development of
several regional hydrogen hubs.
A lot has happened since the early days
of the hydrogen export idea. While still
considered an ambitious task steeped in vast
logistical and technical challenges, the
pathway is becoming clearer. Indeed, a
“hydrogen superpower” scenario was added
to the Australian Energy Market Operator’s
2022 draft Integrated System Plan, which
also highlighted a faster-than-predicted
clean energy transition taking place.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

If nothing else, the clean hydrogen export
opportunity has helped generate bipartisan
momentum behind the low-carbon agenda.
According to August 2021 research by the
University of Queensland for the Future
Fuels Cooperative Research Centre, the
public is broadly in favour of hydrogen used
locally as well as exported. The research,
led by clean energy expert Professor
Peta Ashworth from the University of
Queensland, shows that support cuts across
party allegiances.
Globally, 2021 was a huge year for clean
hydrogen announcements – including the
release of 26 national hydrogen strategies
– and BloombergNEF is predicting even
more activity in 2022. The strategic
research provider forecasts electrolyser
sales to quadruple this year and at least four
hydrogen companies to go public. It also
expects to see net-zero commitments doing

Perhaps most pressing is the confusing
rainbow coding system used to describe
the colourless hydrogen gas. Hydrogen
is already inexpensively produced for
industrial purposes using fossil fuels. This is
often called “grey” hydrogen. The “green”
variety is made by zapping water with
renewably produced electricity in a process
known as electrolysis. There’s also “blue”
hydrogen in play, which is made using fossil
fuels but can be considered low carbon
because it uses CCS technologies.
However, not everyone is convinced by
the low carbon credentials of blue hydrogen.
Dr Fiona Beck from the Australian National
University’s College of Engineering and
Computer Science is part of a large
research program investigating pathways
to decarbonise Australia’s exports to the
Asia Pacific region, including hydrogen fuels
and its derivatives.
According to recently released research
on blue and green hydrogen, blue hydrogen’s
low carbon credentials are challenged by
the fugitive methane emissions from
extracting and processing natural gas.
Fugitive methane emissions go largely
unaccounted for despite a growing body of
April 2022 ecogeneration
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“If you include the methane emissions in the
emissions accounting for blue hydrogen, it starts
to look a lot less clean.”
Dr Fiona Beck,
Australian National University

evidence demonstrating the prevalence
of leakages.
“If you include the methane emissions in
the emissions accounting for blue hydrogen,
it starts to look a lot less clean,” Beck tells
EcoGeneration.
While blue hydrogen is cheaper than
green hydrogen, this is unlikely to be the
case by the end of this decade. Beck says
the trajectory to bring down the cost of
green hydrogen is “really clear” due to the
anticipated price drop in electrolysers when
manufactured at scale, as well as expected
advances in wind, solar and other clean
energy technology.
The same can’t be said for CCS, which
requires a bespoke solution for every plant
and becomes more expensive when larger
proportions of CO2 need to be captured.
Beck notes that despite attracting a lot of
investment during the years, CCS remains
largely unproven as a carbon reduction tool.
The concern is that investing in fossil fuel
based hydrogen with CCS could be risky as
it locks in a new fossil fuel industry with
significant emissions, and is likely to be
out-competed by much cleaner technology
in the future. A recent International
Renewable Energy Agency report also
voiced concerns about blue hydrogen
projects becoming stranded assets.

HOW GREEN IS GREEN HYDROGEN?
An uncomfortable thought to consider is
that green hydrogen will be competing for
renewable electricity at a time when it’s in
great demand. There is a risk, as Beck points
out, that clean energy could be siphoned off
to make hydrogen at the expense of the
emissions intensity of the domestic grid.
“There is some complexity in thinking
about how clean even green hydrogen is,”
she says.
Beck says energy systems are complex
and it may, in some circumstances, make
sense to start producing hydrogen before
decarbonising the grid fully.

THE BEST CLEAN ENERGY SOURCE
FOR THE JOB
The optimal applications for clean hydrogen
are still the subject of discussion. For most
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KNOW YOUR
HYDROGEN
The origin story of hydrogen
matters. While some methods
of production are much more
carbon intensive than others,
the molecule leaves no clues
about how it was made.
Without a trusted mechanism
for labelling hydrogen production
methods, there’s danger that
countries will shift the burden of
carbon reduction elsewhere.
As Beck points out, hydrogen is
different from fossil fuels in that
most of the emissions are released
at the point of production rather
than at the point of use. Due to
carbon accounting and reporting
practices in country, it’s possible the
responsibility for cutting emissions
will be shifted to each hydrogenproducing country.
One solution is trade agreements,
such as the carbon border
adjustment mechanism that the
European Union plans to implement.
Beck says this could enforce the
transfer of low carbon products
across borders.
The first step is agreeing on
definitions for hydrogen production.
In Australia, the Clean Energy
Regulator is trialling a Hydrogen
Guarantee of Origin (GO) scheme
during the next 18 months that will
identify how supplies of hydrogen
are produced. The Federal
Government has committed to
aligning with international efforts
to classify hydrogen origin through
the International Partnership for
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells in the
Economy.

applications, using renewable energy
directly without turning it into hydrogen
is the preferred option because going from
electricity to hydrogen, then back to
electricity, is going through a 30 per cent
round trip efficiency.
In transport, electric cars are likely to be
cheaper than hydrogen fuel cell cars, but
hydrogen fuelled trucks are likely to be
better suited for long-distance freight.
These sorts of equations are playing out in
real time – in the southern French city of
Montpellier, a transport agency recently
cancelled an order of hydrogen fuel cell
powered buses upon discovering electric
buses are significantly cheaper, both in
upfront and operating costs.
However, there are some safe bets
for hydrogen. According to the 2020
BloombergNEF report, it’s most suitable for
manufacturing processes that require the
physical and chemical properties of
molecule fuels in order to work, such as in
steel and cement manufacturing, and
replacing the grey hydrogen used in oil
refining and methanol and ammonia plants.
The molecule’s low density also makes
transporting it an expensive exercise that
requires new infrastructure in bulk. One
might start to wonder if there are that many
situations where it makes sense to import
green hydrogen.
Beck says from a pure energy efficiency
perspective, nations should prioritise
renewable energy generation in country
rather than importing green hydrogen from
far away. But the caveat is that real-world
energy systems are extremely complex.
For example, in Germany modelling has
been done to show the country could meet
its energy needs by creating a big super
grid with the rest of Europe, but Beck
says that ignores the complexity of the
existing system.
“The fact that people don’t want more
transmission lines, and that most people in
Europe use gas as their main heating supply,
if you suddenly tried to electrify all of that,
what would that mean for the electricity
grid?” she says.
Given the reality of these energy systems,
Beck says it could be the case that the best
option is to actually import a product such
as green hydrogen.
“But that’s a really open question,” she
says. “There’s a lot of debate right now about
how much green renewable fuels are
actually going to play a role in the future.”
BloombergNEF head of industry
decarbonisation Kobad Bhavnagri has
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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EXPORTING GREEN HYDROGEN

Renewable electricity can help reduce emissions in road transport, low-temperature industrial
processes and in heating buildings. However, fossil fuels have a significant advantage in
EXPORTING
GREEN
HYDROGEN
applications that require high energy density, industrial
processes that
rely on carbon
as a
reactant, or where demand is seasonal. To fully decarbonize the world economy, it’s likely a clean
molecule will be needed and hydrogen is well placed to play this role (Figure 2). It is versatile,
reactive, storable, transportable, clean burning, and can be produced with low or zero emissions.

previously suggested that given the
economics of transporting hydrogen,
Australia should focus on making and
exporting green hydrogen derivatives such
as green steel and synthetic fuels.
“Instead of exporting the hydrogen itself,
you export the goods you would make using
hydrogen,” he has stated.

The many uses of hydrogen
Figure 2: The many uses of hydrogen
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THE CHEAPEST PLACES TO
PRODUCE GREEN HYDROGEN
Steven Percy is a senior research fellow
with the Victorian Hydrogen Hub based
at Swinburne University of Technology.
He has done some modelling work to
discover the most suitable Australian
regions for producing green hydrogen.
His preliminary modelling identifies
the low cost renewable energy zones for
producing cheap green hydrogen. Based on
these forecasts, the best places to produce
green hydrogen are currently Far North
Queensland and Tasmania, although this
will change as more clean energy projects
are built.
By 2030, the Far North Queensland coast
could be the lowest cost spot for producing
green hydrogen, and by 2040, inland areas
across NSW, Queensland, Victoria and
South Australia could be the least expensive
hydrogen-producing regions.
The next stage of the research will
overlay other factors that should be
considered when selecting zones for
hydrogen production, such as proximity to
ports and areas of demand. Percy says that
the cost of putting in pipelines is another
factor to consider. In some circumstances,
it could be feasible to put in a pipeline to
transport hydrogen from a low-cost
producing zone to areas of high demand
and supply chain access.
Other variables to consider are
© Bloomberg
L.P.2020
environmental factors,
such asFinance
available
water resources. According to Percy,
“surprisingly little” water is required to
service the $50 billion green hydrogen
industry envisioned by the Federal
Government – around four per cent of the
water used for agricultural purposes.
He also notes that a lot of water will
be freed up when coal-fired power
stations retire.
Desalination is also an option. Percy
estimates using cheap renewable energy for
desalination could account for only about
one per cent of the cost of producing
hydrogen. However, desalination can harm
marine life so this option would need to be
weighed up on a project-by-project basis.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Renewable hydrogen is currently expensive, but costs are coming down

In 2018, over 99%
of hydrogen
was made using
fossil fuels,
but hydrogen
can also
be produced
“There’s
a lot
of debate
right
now
about
how
cleanly using renewable electricity to split water in an electrolyzer. With the cost of wind and solar
much
green
renewable
are actually
going
continuing
to fall, the question
is whether thefuels
cost for electrolyzers
and renewable
hydrogen can
follow. While they are still expensive in Western markets, there are encouraging signs. The cost
toof play
a role in the future.”
alkaline electrolyzers made in North America and Europe fell 40% between 2014 and 2019,

Fiona
and Chinese made systems are already up to 80% cheaper than those madeDr
in the
west. IfBeck,
Australian
National
University
electrolyzer manufacturing can scale up, and costs continue
to fall, then
our calculations
suggest

renewable hydrogen could be produced for $0.7 to $1.6/kg in most parts of the world before 2050.
This is equivalent to gas priced at $6-12/MMBtu, making it competitive with current natural gas
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In terms of the export opportunity,
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in understanding the public perceptions of
Ashworth says there are some legacy issues
hydrogen and other energy resources. She
tied to the export of gas and the notion of
led some research on hydrogen in 2021 for
prioritising an affordable local supply.
the Future Fuels CRC (a national survey and
“It’s something that comes up a little in
citizens’ panels). The survey was based
group discussions,” she says.
on one she and her team undertook for
Safety is also the top concern – although
ARENA in 2018. Comparing the two studies,
most are confident this will be well
a slight increase in support for hydrogen
managed through regulations – as is
was recorded.
the need to ensure economic benefits
Ashworth says when it comes to
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of local economies.
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environmental impacts, such as water
gleaned from family and friends, if at all.
use and land use that might otherwise
Generally, the public’s understanding of
be used for agriculture.
hydrogen is fairly shallow outside a small
“I think the coexistence issues
cohort of enthusiasts. For example, few
between land for food and land for energy
people are cognisant of the different colour
production is going to be a critical social
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particular on farmland or water resources
building confidence in the industry.
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Pilot programs are
aiming to sync electric
vehicles into the grid

The long road to EV-grid
integration

J

ust before Christmas in 2021, the
South Australian Government
handed out a series of grants to
companies willing to run electric vehicle
“smart charging” trials in the state.
The plan is to invest $3.6 million into
several pilot programs aimed at solving
the challenges of accommodating the state’s
growing electric vehicle fleet into
a fast-decarbonising grid. JOLT Charge,
Chargefox, AGL and the City of Adelaide
nabbed spots in the first round, with
a second round of grants expected
to be announced in 2022.
The pilot program seeks to answer
some of the big questions about integrating
EVs into the grid: how often, how long,
when and where motorists are charging
their cars; how to integrate EVs into
virtual power plants; and how to sculpt
incentives to encourage individual motorists
to charge when it best suits the grid.
It’s one of several pilot programs
planned or underway aiming to solve
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the mind-boggling technical and logistical
challenges of electrifying transport systems
without sacrificing the reliability, security
and affordability of energy networks.
Professor Ariel Liebman, program leader
for RACE for Networks at the RACE for
2030 CRC, is involved with another one
of these pilot programs that is due to start
soon. The trial has been informed by an
opportunity assessment paper that outlines
the predicament these smart charging
endeavours seek to avoid.
EVs only comprise a tiny proportion of
Australia’s vehicles, but most of those are
currently plugged into any old socket
and draw on the grid at the motorist’s
convenience. But EV growth is imminent
– EVs are expected to make up around 20
to 25 per cent of the national fleet by 2030,
according to optimistic estimates, which
will contribute an additional load on the
electricity grid of 20GWh per day. With
charging spread out evenly, this shouldn’t
be too much of a problem, but the danger is

if all EVs are plugged in when people return
home in the evenings, the instantaneous
load could be more than 30GW, doubling
the peak electricity demand. This will be
an expensive course to correct, according
to the paper’s authors.
However, the cohort of academics
expect smart or managed charging – where
a third party manages electric car charging
times on behalf of a user – to prevent this
issue and even improve the performance
of the grid. But they also recognise that
implementing it will be no easy task.
It will require the formulation of tariff
arrangements to incentivise desirable
charging behaviour as well as
communication standards to ensure
devices from different vendors can talk
to one another. In fact, Liebman says
a whole ecosystem of technology will
need to be developed.
“We won’t be able to determine it
overnight … it will take a few years of trial
and error in terms of standards and control
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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There’s plenty of enthusiasm around electric vehicles, but integrating them into the electricity grid raises
many questions we’re still a long way from answering, writes Poppy Johnston

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

strategies, and pricing strategies,” he says.
While there are several trials underway,
including an ARENA-backed AGL trial with
300 EV owners, Liebman says no-one has
achieved managed charging at scale yet.
What’s even less advanced is bidirectional charging – otherwise known
as vehicle-to-grid or vehicle-to-everything
charging – which promises to flip the
paradigm entirely and turn EVs into mobile
energy storage assets.

Image: myphotobank.com.au/Shutterstock

THERE’S AN AWFUL LOT TO DO
Before we can expect to see smart charging
and vehicle-to-grid charging outside of
a test lab setting, there’s a lot of ground
work to do. To start, it will be important to
understand the usage habits of non-smart
chargers. Other crucial work will be
developing standards and protocols for
EV charging equipment as well as rules
to command communication pathways
between EVs, chargers and stakeholders.
There will also need to be studies to
better understand the value EVs could
provide to the grid: they may be able to
soak up excess solar during the day as well
as provide other network services such as
synthetic inertia and frequency control.
“There are various value components that
need to be challenged,” says Liebman.
Also crucial will be getting the incentives
right to encourage consumers to participate.
Liebman notes it will be important to stay
within customer expectations when trying
to incentivise specific behaviours.
“There is a lot of evidence that people
are reluctant [to participate in networksupportive charging] but are we asking
the right questions?” he says.
There may be ways to make it more
appealing, he argues. When it comes to
bi-directional charging, for example, users
could be offered to set the discharge range
between a narrow band so the battery
level is never too low on their return.
Similar settings could also be used to
prevent diminishing the battery life.
“Customers could choose a discharge
maximum and minimum,” says Liebman.
There’s all sorts of monetary options on
the table. Time-of-use charging is designed
to motivate electric vehicle drivers to charge
at times that assist the electricity system.
Once EV uptake increases and charging
infrastructure becomes more advanced,
charging prices may also vary according
to location and real time events in the
grid so network congestion can be managed
with greater precision.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Something that does concern Liebman
when considering the policy settings for
EV-grid integration is underestimating the
degree of change management. “I do worry
that sometimes people working in policy
circles propose things without fully
appreciating the complexity of what
would be involved to implement it,” he says.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S SMART
CHARGING TRIALS
For South Australia, the focus on EVs is
a natural progression given the state’s status
as a clean energy leader. The state has an
$18.3 million EV Action Plan and hopes to
see electric vehicles comprising 50 per cent
of vehicles by 2035. The smart charging
trials are part of its efforts.
In the pilot program, $1 million will go
to JOLT Charge, which runs a network of
21 fast chargers across metro Adelaide, to
better understand charging habits – how
long, how often, what time of day and for
how long. As part of the trial, the company
will install more 50kW chargers
accompanied with display panels for
passers-by with location-based notifications
advertising incentives and free charging.
The grant will also flow towards an upgrade
of its existing mobile app so it can send app
notifications that alert people to optimal
charging times so they can charge for cheap.

The idea is to monitor responses from
users to see how they respond to these
notifications and incentives that are
designed to spread demand on the network
more evenly.
Another $250,000 has been handed to
AGL to experiment with its EV subscription
model where EV owners get bonus credits
on their home electricity bill. The funding
will subsidise these subscriptions as well
as EV chargers in three Wilson Parking
car parks, and chargers and vehicles for
select organisations: Centacare, Uniting
Communities and City of Marion.
The idea is to monitor the infrastructure
to understand the charging behaviour
of commercial fleet drivers.
Chargefox also received funding to build
a new metropolitan DC fast-charging site.
The company will use its app and charger
management platform to test how drivers
respond to fluctuations in charging price at
the fast-charging site.
The City of Adelaide and UPark were
also recipients. Funding will help provide
commercial fleet EV charging to the parking
operator’s customers that will tap into
Flow Power’s demand management
capabilities to offer charging based on
wholesale electricity prices.
More grant recipients will be announced
soon.

“EVs are expected to make up around 20 to 25
per cent of the national fleet by 2030 — an
additional load on the electricity grid of 20GWh.”

Everyone charging their EVs at the same time is a huge issue for grid demand as vehicle uptake trends upwards.
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REMOTE TELEMETRY UNITS

Dutch lessons: A natural
approach to carbon
neutrality

G

erman-born theoretical physicist
Albert Einstein once said, “Look
deep into nature and then you
will understand everything better.”
The Netherlands is applying this ethos
to its energy transition from fossil fuels to
renewable energy – which has previously
lagged behind other European nations
– by implementing a more sustainable
approach to horticulture.
About 80 per cent of energy consumption
in the Netherlands’ municipality of
Westland comes from horticulture
companies. The horticulture industry
is playing a key role in the Netherlands’
move towards more renewables, although
historically the industry is a major user
of natural gas. But there is plenty that can
be done to make the Dutch horticulture
industry more sustainable.
One such way of achieving increased
sustainability is the proven method of
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including more solar panels on company
roofs. However, there are also new
cultivation techniques such as “Het Nieuwe
Telen”, which translates to “The New
Cultivation”, a national ethos that aims to
implement cultivation methods based on
the latest insights into greenhouse effects
on the Earth’s climate, and the behaviours
of horticultural companies.
According to global horticulture specialist
Royal Brinkman, Het Nieuwe Telen
involves controlling several factors,
including climate equality to ensure
a greenhouse’s climate is at a certain level
to reduce risks of condensation in crops at
higher humidity; air movement that

stimulates the evaporation of crops;
insulation and heat radiation from crops;
and dehumidification that can cause issues
with cultivation.
These principles are encompassed in the
Netherlands’ “Greenhouse as Energy
Source” program, a national initiative
from the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture
that is designed to stimulate energy savings
based on the use of sustainable energy in
greenhouse horticulture.

SMART APPROACH
If these diversified energy strategies are to
work on a national level, smart grids will
prove critical. Wind, wave, marine, hydro,
biomass and solar are all viable alternative
energy sources, but managing these
effectively through a smart grid is only
achievable through the capture, storage and
interpretation of vast amounts of data from
physical assets.
These challenges will rise as the
Netherlands’ smart grids get bigger with
more cables, stations and solar-powered

“‘Het Nieuwe Telen’ is a national ethos that
implements cultivation methods based on insights
into greenhouse effects on the Earth’s climate.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Ronald Robbertsen, project engineer at British remote telemetry
specialist company Ovarro, explains why smart grids and remote
telemetry units in the horticulture industry are helping the
Netherlands to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 — with plenty
of lessons for Australia

REMOTE TELEMETRY UNITS

Managing renewable energy sources through
a smart grid is achievable through the capture,
storage and interpretation of vast amounts of data.

energy efficiently, securely and with higher
levels of quality service. A remote telemetry
unit (RTU) can capture, store and interpret
vast amounts of data from physical assets on
a network. RTUs have become a critical part
of most power generation and distribution
operations, and will be essential for all
future smart grids.
Recognising the advantages of RTUs
for smart grids, Ovarro has developed the
Datawatt Smart Grid (DSG) series, which is
designed for operation in the water, energy
and industrial markets. DSG operates under
the principles of flexibility and maximum
security, to handle the unique and variable
requirements typical of low- or mediumvoltage networks.
Flexible characteristics of the DSG
include its ability to implement a variety of
protocols in real-time, including IEC104,
COAP and Modbus.

OUTSIDE THE BOUNDARIES
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homes. Photovoltaic systems are on the rise
in the European nation and accounted for
6.79 per cent, or 8144 gigawatt hours (GWh),
of the Netherlands’ total energy
consumption as of 2020, up from just 0.05
per cent, or 56 GWh, 10 years earlier.
Another challenge is that new and
renewable energy sources such as solar
panels tend to operate at low- or mediumfrequencies on the grid. Measuring these
special frequencies is a new area for grid
operators, which is coupled with the
challenge of consistent medium-voltage
energy supply across the grid. Because
the sun only shines at certain times
– admittedly this is more of an issue in the
European winter with shorter days
compared to higher levels of sunshine in
Australia – solar panels feed energy back
into to the grid periodically. This can make
the grid less stable and cause disruptions.

One Dutch organisation that’s benefitted
from Ovarro’s DSG system is energy
transport company Juva, which supports
Westland Infra, the grid operator based
in Westland. Juva needed to improve
its remote monitoring of low-voltage
frequencies on the grid, as used by energy
sources such as solar and the region’s large
horticultural industry, especially as
increasing numbers of households in the
Netherlands have solar panels.
According to Juva, the DSG system’s
real-time flexibility, and its accessible
Linux operating interface, makes it easier

to solve problems. Engineers can easily
design and implement the telemetry system,
and it is straightforward to maintain.
DSG’s ability to handle many protocols has
also greatly benefitted the overall security
of Juva’s network. The network can use
a lot of firewall functions to protect its many
inputs/outputs. Furthermore, the network
has made it easier for Juva to detect
instances of illegal energy use.
The DSG can be enhanced with Stream
webscada from Ovarro, a modern HTML5
web application that collects real-time
process data and makes it available
immediately on digital devices such as
tablets. It is designed to manage and control
different locations and geographically
spread processes with 24/7 online process
information. Stream is scalable and will
notify customers by email or phone if
the current is too high in a certain part
of the grid.
These advanced telemetry solutions make
it possible for smart grid operators such as
Juva to better monitor and control low- and
medium-voltage renewable energy sources
on the grid, with enhanced insights into the
behaviours of horticultural companies that
will prove crucial to implementing new
cultivation techniques such as Het Nieuwe
Telen.
Grid operators in Australia and around
the world could learn from the Netherlands.
As Albert Einstein said, looking “deep into
nature” can help energy suppliers
contribute towards the world’s carbon
neutrality goals.

FLEXIBILITY AND MAXIMUM
SECURITY
Not only are conventional network
monitoring systems ill-suited to the
task of optimally capturing, storing and
interpreting vast amounts of data in these
networks, the systems are expensive.
Smart grid operators need a new, precise
and cost-effective solution that can be
tuned to the requirements of unique
medium-voltage energy sources.
To overcome these challenges, remote
telemetry specialist company Ovarro has
developed control technology that makes it
possible to manage smart grids productively,
www.ecogeneration.com.au

The Netherlands’ horticulture industry will play a key role in the country’s move towards renewable energy.
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PV RECYCLING
Has anyone worked
out how to do it yet?
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SOLAR RECYCLING

SOLAR RECYCLING

There are still plenty
of unknowns when it
comes to PV recycling

As recyclers work out the best way to pull apart PV panels and reuse the raw materials, system owners are
throwing them out before their time is up, writes Jeremy Chunn
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S

olar energy comprised more
than 12 per cent of the National
Electricity Market in 2021 and
its share of the work is growing.
Other than cloud cover, what
can go wrong? A few things.
Solar modules are built to last 25 years,
but as output efficiency has leapt ahead,
owners of rooftop systems are replacing
older panels with much more powerful
new ones. When you factor in large-scale
installations with hundreds of thousands
of panels, the wave of unwanted modules
on the horizon looks huge.
The International Energy Agency expects
about 78 million tonnes of raw materials
will be bound up in retired PV modules
by 2050.
Although the materials used to make
them are abundant – apart from silver – PV
panels are blindingly difficult to pull apart
for those materials to be used again.
In Australia, Victoria has already banned
solar panels from landfill, and Minister for
the Environment Sussan Ley has told the
industry she wants a commitment to panel
www.ecogeneration.com.au

recycling by mid-2022 or regulations will
be introduced.
Solar recycling is a problem that won’t
go away.

HARD TO DISASSEMBLE
The PV recycling sector is wobbling on baby
legs. The problem is working out how to
cleanly and cheaply breach the ethylene
vinyl acetate (EVA) encapsulant that holds
everything together behind the glass and
in front of the backsheet. Lots of different
methods have been tried: thermal,
mechanical and combinations of both.
The “hot knife” method, pioneered in Japan,
sees the glass sliced off in one piece. Another
method gnaws away the glass so the silicon
can be decontaminated and reused. Other
methods involve grinding everything into

bits and separating metals using chemical
processes. But which method will set the
standard?
“We don’t know yet – it’s unclear, to be
honest,” says Dr Richard Corkish, chief
operating officer of the Australian Centre
for Advanced Photovoltaics at the University
of NSW (UNSW).
He says one tricky aspect of using a
thermal solution is dealing with the lead
– a toxic metal – in solder. In cadmium
telluride modules, the issue is how to
separate cadmium, a toxic heavy metal.
Nonetheless, the PV recycling sector is
heating up. In Melbourne, Lotus Energy has
proudly shared video of panels being fed
into a shredder at a new facility in the city’s
north. Also in Victoria, infrastructure
company Ojas is working with University of

“We looked at traditional recycling processes,
such as shredding. They’re OK, but not great,
and they’re expensive.”
Timothy Dawson, PV Industries
April 2022 ecogeneration
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at all, as is the ambition of Sydney
company SunDrive, which has opted
for copper instead.
It isn’t enough to recover silicon or silver.
To be used again in solar they must be
extremely pure. A reverse electroplating
technique developed at UNSW results in
silver of 99.99 per cent purity, which isn’t
pure enough.
There are mutterings that some recyclers
send ground-up panels away to be used as
road base. If it’s true, that doesn’t solve the
problem, says Dawson.
“It’s really important that everyone
maximises the value of those materials,”
he says. “If we were to shred them, is that
helpful? Can we recover those materials to
be used in an efficient way?”
Researchers at UNSW are looking at
architectural uses for low-iron glass used
in solar panels, such as shop counters
and balustrades on balconies. The NSW
Government’s Circular Solar Grants
program in 2021 handed almost $1 million
to Solar Professionals, a company that wants
to see glass from panels used in greenhouses.

Dr Richard Corkish,
chief operating
officer of the
Australian Centre
for Advanced
Photovoltaics
at the University
of NSW

“I would have sworn on a stack of bibles it was
impossible [photoluminescence testing] but
they’re doing it.”
Dr Richard Corkish, University of NSW
Melbourne and RMIT on the design of
a facility that will use European technology
to recover glass, silicon and polymers. Their
hunch is that ground glass can replace some
sand in concrete.
Other players are further ahead.
PV Industries co-founder Timothy Dawson
can’t share much detail about the separation
process his company has settled on other
than saying the mechanical process
“maximises the value of the recovered
materials and limits contamination”. The
trick is to separate panels “piece by piece”,
he says, so glass and wafers are parted.
“We looked at some off-the-shelf options
and traditional recycling processes, such as
shredding,” says Dawson. “They’re OK, but
not great, and they’re expensive.”
It’s a long road for aspiring PV recyclers.
Dawson has flown to faraway destinations
to check out methods that, although
impressive, have left him uncertain about
their commercial viability.
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“That’s the question we face, and that’s
when we decided to pursue our own
recycling technology and process,” he says.

SECOND TIME AROUND
Like all other PV recycling methods,
aluminium frames, junction boxes and
cables are sent into well established
recycling streams.
“The glass is the tricky part,” says
Dawson.
So much glass is already collected by
councils that there is an oversupply, but it is
contaminated by labels, fag butts and sugary
swill. With the help of researchers from
UNSW, Dawson wants to find uses for glass
from PV panels and buyers who will value it.
Silver will absolutely need to be recovered
from PV panels as the amount needed to
enable forecast deployment of solar is more
than can be mined on Earth, according to
some estimates. Manufacturers need to use
less of the semiprecious metal, or not use it

A sad fact is that PV systems are being
retired with plenty of life in them. “There
might not be very much wrong with them
at all,” says Corkish.
Australian Standards updates mean
replacement of an older, non-compliant
inverter can lead to an entire system being
replaced. Colleagues at UNSW are trying to
work out how many panels are being
decommissioned before their 25-year
lifetimes. Until that’s known, Corkish says,
“we’re making assumptions about when the
waste stream is coming and how big it’s
going to be”. It might end up bigger and
earlier than expected.
The time it takes to test unwanted panels
so they may be directed towards reuse will
need to be sped up. A major development
is photoluminescence testing that can be
carried out in daylight.
“I would have sworn on a stack of bibles
it was impossible, but they’re doing it,”
says Corkish.
The idea of putting older panels back to
work rather than slinging them into landfill
has gained traction in the form of the
Circular PV Alliance, a group of clean
energy goalkickers that includes the full
spectrum of technical skills. The alliance
is working on a testing protocol that will
decide what can be reused and whether
refurbishment is an option. The ultimate
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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CAPABLE OF SO MUCH MORE

SOLAR RECYCLING

from shipping unwanted and untested
panels off to countries only for the recipients
to discover half of them don’t work.
“I see that as a problem for the nation
taking them,” says Fleming, adding it’s
a problem for everyone if they go to landfill.

TOO GOOD TO WASTE

PV panels are made to last
decades so they don’t
surrender their parts easily

step is to work with industry on a
certification standard for second-life panels.
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MANUFACTURERS ON
THE SIDELINE
Reclaim PV Recycling has operations in
Adelaide and Brisbane, where panels are
separated using pyrolysis (heating) to undo
glues, shed backsheets and release the cells
from the contacts and glass. A chemical
process follows, where silicon, lead, copper
and silver are recovered from the cells,
with the silicon sold to a manufacturer.
PV panels are made to last decades so
they don’t surrender their vital parts easily.
If wafers could be extracted unharmed,
they could be reprinted and returned to use.
“Ideally, that’s what we would like to
achieve,” Reclaim PV Recycling director
Clive Fleming tells EcoGeneration. “It’s our
secondary goal.”
However, it could be a bridge too far
because the silicon used to make cells in the
past will be below the standards required
today. On top of that, older, smaller wafers
won’t fit today’s formats.
Fleming says some manufacturers agree
to pay for recycling, whereas others prefer
to continue to pay to send panels to the
dump. He has no idea why.
“The manufacturers that are onboard
know the importance of displaying support
[for recycling].”
At Reclaim PV, panels that turn up for
recycling but still work OK are tested then
badged as safe for sale in a secondary
market or offered to charity. It’s a step up
www.ecogeneration.com.au

“The manufacturers
that are onboard
know the importance
of displaying support
[for recycling].”
Clive Fleming
Reclaim PV Recycling

Most of a PV panel is super-high-clarity
glass made using sand with very low iron
content. Some of that sand likely comes
from Australia, and it was only until about
13 years ago that low-iron glass was made
here. Glass from solar panels is too good to
be turned into jam jars, says Corkish.
“If we had an industry making low-iron
glass in Australia, we’d have a market for
low-iron glass from old modules,” he says.
Manufacturers are thinking ahead about
designing for recycling, and funnelling R&D
into easily disassembled modules.
“Perhaps we can make modules that come
apart more easily or on demand,” says
Corkish. “There are a lot of people thinking
about these problems. We certainly,
absolutely, have not given up.”
The environmental cost of recycling will
slowly fall as the energy used to retrieve and
refine materials is supplied by renewables.
Almost all the cost of making new silicon,
for example, is down to the coal burnt to
power production and refining.
“There is a lot of light at the end of a few
dark tunnels,” says Corkish.

PV Industries co-founder
Timothy Dawson
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Consumers increasingly
turning to companies to
act on climate change

D

espite international pressure
mounting on world governments
to take significant action on climate
change, new research indicates global
consumers are losing faith in sufficient
governmental responses and instead
pinning hopes on the commercial sector.
Australian strategic research and
consulting agency Fifth Dimension has
released the results of its worldwide
research into sustainability and what
action consumers want taken to address
the climate crisis – and the results don’t
fare well for governments.
The study was conducted across
Australia, the UK and US, and its key
findings are that consumers are increasingly

Lyndall Spooner, founder
and CEO of Fifth Dimension
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giving up on governments to do the right
thing for the planet, instead shifting their
focus to corporate organisations to lead
the way globally. The study also found that
consumers believe the private sector has
a moral obligation to act on climate change.

COMPANIES TO LEAD THE WAY
“We know consumers are concerned about
climate change,” says Fifth Dimension
founder and CEO Lyndall Spooner. “The
argument has moved on from whether or
not climate change is real to what is the
world going to do about it.
“The overwhelming majority of
consumers in Australia, the UK and US
believe companies have a moral obligation

to lead the way on sustainability because
corporations are viewed as more likely to
have a positive impact on climate change
than their own governments.
“What is viewed by many people as the
continued failure of governments to act
on climate change now sees consumers
putting their hope in the commercial sector,
where they believe there is a greater desire
to act quickly.
“Sustainability is now a global social force
that cannot be ignored. At the end of 2021,
consumers have galvanised their
sustainability mindset and are using the
power of their buying behaviours and
decisions to force corporations to drive
the large-scale change they cannot achieve
as individuals.
“However, they require transparency
and facts of actions taken to give them
confidence of where to place their loyalty.
“Almost half of all consumers say they do
not have a good understanding of what it
means for a brand to be sustainable. As such,
consumers would like companies to be
required to report on their environmental
impact to help them make better decisions
on which companies to support.”
The Fifth Dimension research found
that while a majority of study participants
believe companies will largely prioritise
self-interest above an obligation to society,
they believe companies that have moved
early to implement an ethical supply chain
have done it for the right reasons – to be
authentically sustainable.
“It is clear that companies which
genuinely take positive steps to address
climate change now will be rewarded,
morally and commercially,” says Spooner.
“While scepticism often plagues companies
that promote their charitable and
community driven activities, consumers are
asking companies to declare their views on
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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New international research has revealed increasing disillusionment at the collective government response
to climate change, with consumers turning to companies to lead the way, writes Gavin Dennett

CLIMATE CHANGE
New research shows consumers
are giving up on governments
to act on climate change

climate change and to educate them on how
their actions are making a difference.”
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DISTRUST IN GOVERNMENT ACTION
The research results overwhelmingly show
that consumers in Australia, the UK and US
are losing hope in government action being
the way forward to address climate change.
“Our research shows that 71 per cent of
consumers across Australia, UK and the US
agree the world needs to act on climate
change,” says Spooner. “But when it comes
to acting, one in every two people – 54 per
cent – believe it will be companies that will
have a greater positive impact on climate
change than governments.
“In fact, only one in three people – 37 per
cent – believe it is up to governments, and
not companies, to determine how we should
respond to climate change.
“Also, the belief that governments should
take a leadership role on climate change
steadily declines with age, as only 31 per
cent of Baby Boomers [from the study
results] put their faith in the government,
compared to 43 per cent of Gen Z.”
With younger generations leading the
discourse towards governments when it
comes to perceived climate change inaction,
this should signal alarm bells at all levels of
bureaucracy, says Spooner.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

“The overwhelming majority of consumers in
Australia, the UK and US believe companies have
a moral obligation to lead the way on sustainability.”
“What we are seeing here is that younger
people are saying governments are key to
acting on climate change, however as they
get older their faith in government to be
effective decreases and they turn to the
private sector to counter ineffective
governments,” she says.
“Will people around the world continue
to lose faith in governments to act on the
greatest moral challenges of our time? Will
we see greater reliance placed on the private
sector to step up and take over the role of
governments? Climate change will certainly
be a litmus test for governments to put
citizens before self-interests.”

A MORAL OBLIGATION FOR
COMPANIES TO ACT
Based on the Fifth Dimension research,
Australians are the strongest believers
that companies have a moral obligation to
become sustainable, with 70 per cent of
participants responding this way compared
to 60 per cent of US citizens.

“While there is always going to be
scepticism around the motivations of
companies to prioritise their self-interests
over the greater good, one in two people
– 48 per cent – believe companies that are
currently moving to act on climate change
and implement things such as ethical supply
chains are doing it for authentic and
benevolent reasons,” says Spooner.
“We believe early movers are more likely
to gain a preference and differentiation
in the market for being authentic in
communicating around sustainability.
“The majority of consumers, 60 per cent,
also believe they would be better off if all
companies were required to report their
environmental impact – 64 per cent of
Australians are of this view, which is
slightly higher than in the UK, 61 per cent,
and the US, 56 per cent.
“The challenge is what standards can be
put in place to ensure consistent reporting
of how sustainable a company is and how
the claims can be validated.”
April 2022 ecogeneration
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Achieving net-zero

T

he world is undergoing one of the
biggest societal and technological
revolutions since the introduction
of electric power distribution at the turn of
last century. Back then, society moved
from a predominantly rural decentralised
industrial environment to a large city-based
society with centralised power generation.
It was a society based on the infinite
abundance of both coal and oil with not
much thought for future consequences.
Today, we are moving towards a more
diversified mix of technologies, both
centralised and decentralised, with
additional changes of how and when we
use energy. Even in the past two years,
COVID-19 has educated us to the possibility
of working from home where possible,
thus significantly reducing transportation
energy.
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BIG STEPS TOWARDS NET-ZERO
EMISSIONS
While the much-talked-about carbon
credits and taxes are useful tools that can
encourage industry to reduce emissions,
they are prone to “garbage in/garbage out”
whereby a good accountant could make
the numbers dance to whatever tune
they desire.
Right now, I hear Australia is reducing
emissions yet I see more 4WD cars on the
road, bigger houses in the suburbs, and
more people increasing their consumption.
What is needed is a more direct method of
reducing emissions, including reducing your
existing demand.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS
More than 40 per cent of wasted domestic
energy is architecturally related. New
houses should be designed with solar
direction in mind, with fully insulated
walls and roof; double-glaze windows;
reverse-cycle air-conditioning; heat pump
hot water (that eliminates gas); induction
stoves; LED lighting; and high-efficiency
modern appliances.
Similarly, people need to be encouraged
to update existing houses to this standard,
including planting trees to create
a microclimate and absorb carbon.
Home insulation is critical, despite
the pink batts debacle of several years ago

in Australia. It is still the quickest and
most cost-efficient way to reduce energy
loss and keep out heat.

EFFICIENT TRANSPORT
When selecting a vehicle, go for hybrid or
pure electric, although if electric is your
choice, ensure you buy power from a green
source or have enough panels on your roof
to generate the car’s power. For an average
45km travelled per day, you need 8kWh of
generation, or six 375W solar panels feeding
into the grid or directly charging your car.
Other green options include carpooling;
working from home; using public transport;
and walking, running and riding – all work
places need to be fitted with showers!
One controversial opinion is that we need
more freeways to reduce the stop-start
nature of city traffic, and more pay car
charge points at work locations that bill
directly to your home solar array with an
account fees collection system.
Conventional petrol-powered vehicles are
intrinsically a low-efficiency use of energy
with less than 30 per cent of energy actually
used for moving the vehicle. Electric
vehicles offer an overall energy transfer
efficiency of around 85 per cent.
There is much talk about fast-charging
stations, but little realisation that positions
within each state that can support the huge
power-transfer requirements are very
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Zenaji is a Melbourne-based solar
battery technology company that
manufactures lithium titanate
batteries. It’s chief technology
officer, Charles van Dongen,
offers a personal perspective on
how Australia can achieve its goal
of net-zero emissions by 2050

NET-ZERO EMISSIONS

limited. To be economical, you need to be
able to support 10 vehicles at any one time,
all getting a 15-minute recharge.
Given the battery capacity of such
vehicles is around 80kWh, this represents
a load of more than 3MW. Such loads can
only be supported on our 220KV terminal
stations (and higher). This limits large
fast-charging stations to a few locations
unless expensive battery storage on the
stations’ sites are used. It is more likely
that the bulk of electric vehicle charging
will be performed at home during the night
at off-peak rates.
In addition, all parking meters and
workplace car parks should become EV
charge points. The key to the network being
able to cope with the loading will be slow
charging at around 1kW for an eight-hour
period. This will enable an average EV to
travel 45km.
Electric vehicles are only green if their
energy comes from renewable sources.
An EV powered from our existing coal-fired
or gas network actually contributes the
same amount of CO2 than a conventionally
powered car. Although it does clean up
other emissions such as nitrogen oxides,
sulfur dioxide and airborne particulate
matter.

“I hear Australia is reducing emissions
yet I see more 4WD cars on the road,
bigger houses in the suburbs, and more
people increasing their consumption.”
To meet the 8kWh energy requirement
to cover a 45km journey, every EV user
will need to offset their vehicle energy
requirement with rooftop solar panels.
If the energy is stored for the night-charge
cycle, the user would need around six to
eight 375W solar panels. If the user relies
on the grid to store the energy, they would
need at least twice this number of panels
to allow for the net import/export tariff
differences. This would need to be repeated
per vehicle.
To enable transfer of electricity, an
energy charge accounting system needs to
be developed to pay for the source of the
energy and allow for transfer from the
home array to a vehicle charge point.

CREATE A NATIONAL/
INTERNATIONAL GRID
We sometimes hear distorted reports in
the media about solar panels causing local

overvoltages. If the grid-tie inverters
are overvoltage restricted, it is hard
to understand how this could occur.
In addition, overvoltages are very
common at night in low-energy usage times.
I believe the use of transformer taps at
substations are deliberately preset high
to ensure higher voltages, and thus higher
billed revenue. On resistive loading, a five
per cent increase in voltage results in
a 10 per cent increase in revenue.
We urgently need to connect all the state
energy grids, but initially a high-voltage
direct current (HVDC) line from Perth to
Port Augusta, in South Australia, is needed.
Australia also needs a separate HVDC line
from Gippsland, in Victoria, to Benmore,
on New Zealand’s South Island.
Doing this, we can match the peak
power generation times to the peak usage
times by a maximum of around five
hours’ discrepancy. In addition, the
Zenaji proposes a high-voltage
direct current (HVDC) line
be built from Perth to Port
Augusta, and from Australia
to New Zealand

2GW ~$2.5B
Perth

Port Augusta

Latrobe valley
Source: AEMO, February 2019

VIC - 10GW Capacity

2GW ~$7.2B
(2/3 Au, 1/3 NZ)

NZ ~ 10GW Capacity

Benmore

Extended HVDC linkages
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Rooftop PV solar
panels also add
another thermal
barrier in summer
to reduce cooling
requirements

EXPANSION OF ROOFTOP SOLAR
Contrary to the erroneous claims of
government and electricity suppliers since
the AS 4777.2 inverter standard became
effective in October 2016, inverters have
been limited to a 255 VAC output and
consequently are incapable of producing
overvoltages. The high distribution voltages
that are sometimes reported are the result
of distribution companies deliberately
increasing transformer taps and
disproportionately increasing their revenue.
There is much talk by various state energy
ministers who have been misled that they
will need to reduce tariffs paid back to
customers to reduce this overvoltage issue.
In reality, they need to crack down on
distribution companies to encourage them

to reduce transformer taps at substations.
In addition, the linking of the state and
international grids, as described, will enable
the significant increase of domestic roof
generated solar.
The Clean Energy Council states 23.5
per cent of Australian rooftops have solar
PV arrays, yet only around 6.6 per cent of
Australia’s electricity generation comes
from solar PV on rooftops. Part of the reason
is most rooftop arrays are undersized and
need to increase to fully cover an all-electric
household, including hot water with the use
of heat-pump technology; air-conditioning;
and the charging of electric vehicles.
In many instances, this may also require
the installation of 3-phase connections so
the total export can be increased to above
10KW. An advantage of this approach is
more of the roof should be covered with
solar panels, thus creating an additional
thermal barrier in summer to reduce
cooling requirements.
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Australian state governments reducing
the pay in tariffs back to consumers is
conducted under the false pretence that
solar power is overloading the system.
This trend will continue to make it less
economical to pay off solar panels quickly.
In addition, it will encourage consumers
to go off-grid and put excess solar energy
into batteries.
Properly used and interconnected,
the best and cheapest battery is still the
national grid.

HYDROGEN
Hydrogen is a great storage medium with
high portability, and it offers very fast
recharge capability. What is often forgotten
is that hydrogen is not a fuel – it is an energy
storage medium with a round-trip efficiency
between 30 per cent and 50 per cent. It is
highly suitable for applications that demand
fast charging, as well as the military and
where hydrogen is obtained from waste
sources, or where there is excess solar
generation capacity.
However, if hydrogen is obtained
from non-renewable sources, it will
in fact produce more CO2 due to its low
round-trip efficiency.

BATTERIES
Zenaji chief technology officer Charles van Dongen
has a vision of how Australia can reduce emissions.

PAY IN TARIFFS

There are many different chemical
compositions of battery types and they all
have their uses. For example, even lead acid

ROOFTOP SOLAR PANELS
Solar panel prices have dropped
considerably during the past few years and
are stabilising as they are getting close to
raw material costs. Solar panels and the
use of a basic grid-tie inverter is the single
most cost-effective purchase to reduce
your carbon footprint and reduce your
energy bills to zero. Currently the payback
period on a well-designed system is three
to four years.

FOOD CHOICES
As a society, we should be focusing on
sustainable food and the need to reduce
meat from our diets, choosing locally
sourced food to reduce transport. We should
also encourage diets that reduce methane
emissions – again, less meat – and grow our
vegetables at home.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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establishment of these links will greatly
reduce power fluctuations and strengthen
the grid against outages.
I note there is an existing proposal
– the Australia-Asia Power Link – to
connect Australia to Singapore via 4500km
of HVDC transmission lines, which is
a fantastic initiative.

is still probably the most cost-efficient
medium for intermittent usage power
storage. In electric vehicles, lithium iron
phosphate batteries represent the best
compromise, but for domestic and industrial
long-term high-usage cycling, the most
suitable technology is lithium titanate in
terms of safety, temperature tolerance,
longest lifespan and high-cyclic capacity.
The issue that holds back lithium titanate
is its upfront cost and, to a lesser extent, its
size and weight – although that is not an
issue for stationary usage. Lithium titanate
cells are the only battery technology that
can pay off its cost within its useful lifetime.
In fact, it can pay off as much as four times
the cost during its lifetime.
With Australia’s state governments
currently actively discouraging customers
from putting energy back into the grid by
reducing tariffs, many people will soon opt
to store excess energy and use it at night.
Many people may choose to completely
disconnect from the grid again by
purchasing more batteries.
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Q CELLS launches new
energy storage system
to Australian market
Solar energy company Q CELLS is introducing its next generation
energy storage solution, Q.HOME CORE, to the Australian market.
It will be the first energy storage system to provide a 15-year
product warranty as standard, providing a significant upgrade to
the brand’s total solar solution for consumers.
Q.HOME CORE is the third-generation energy storage system from
Q CELLS, and it integrates a solar inverter with a modular battery
system developed by South Korean manufacturing giant Samsung
SDI. The modular system allows additional batteries to be added.
As part of the Q.HOME CORE system, the Q.VOLT inverter is
equipped with 5kW capacity and includes hybrid or AC-coupled
options, and wi-fi or LAN connectivity.
The Q.SAVE battery carries a safe and reliable Samsung Li-ion
battery cell with storage volume of 6.86kWh. This scalable battery
can be paired with up to three units for maximum 20.5kWh capacity.
Q.HOME CORE also includes proprietary production and
consumption monitoring with the Q.OMMAND HOME app, which
allows solar owners access to data and the opportunity to optimise
use of their system.
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According to data compiled
by Sunwiz, an independent
market research company
that specialises in data and
analysis of the Australian
solar market, Trina Solar was
Australia’s number one brand
of solar module in 2021, with
14 per cent market share.
The data has been
published in Sunwiz’s report,
“Australian PV Panel Market
View”, which says Trina Solar
achieved the number one
ranking due to its high
market share in all three
segments of Australia’s solar
module market: residential,
commercial and industrial
projects, and solar farms.
The data shows that 2021
was a record year for the
Australian solar market in
terms of volume, with 5.2GW
of PV being installed, with
Trina Solar increasing its
market share.
“Last year was a record
year for solar module
installations in Australia,
driven largely by the rooftop
market, namely residential
and commercial, and
industrial projects,” says
Todd Li, president of Trina
Solar Asia Pacific.
“Australian households
are adopting solar because
people want to play their part
to address climate change by
reducing their household’s

carbon footprint, and
because rooftop solar is
a cost-effective solution for
mitigating rising electricity
prices from the grid.”
Australia’s growing solar
market is also attributed to
ongoing product innovation
that is increasingly attractive
to consumers.
“We saw Trina Solar’s
210mm wafer sized cells
modules continue to win
market share because of
standardisation of the
210mm wafer, cell and
module size,” says Li.
“Our new 210mm Vertex
and Vertex S series of
modules were launched
last year, which helped to
stimulate demand.”
These ultra-high power,
higher efficiency modules
deliver more power than
earlier generation modules
that use 166mm and 182mm
diameter wafers, says Li.
Trina Solar’s Vertex
modules available in
Australia include 500W,
550W, 600W and 670W
modules. For the residential
segment, the company has
been marketing its 400W
Vertex S series of modules,
which delivers sufficient
power to meet most
households’ needs,
including the charging
of electric vehicles.

The energy monitoring system tracks the PV module’s energy
generation and consumption while maximising energy yields by
incorporating real-time weather information.
Q CELLS Australia will be one of the approved partners in the
Solar Victoria Virtual Power Plant (VPP) pilot program.
“This Q.HOME CORE addition to the Q CELLS total solar solution
allows homeowners peace of mind of an outstanding battery storage
product backed by our Fortune 500 parent company, Hanwha
Solutions,” says Jin Han, managing director of Q CELLS Australia.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Trina Solar ranked number
one in Australia
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Victoria launches Virtual Power Plant
As a major step towards Victoria’s target
of 50 per cent renewable energy by 2030,
state government entity Solar Victoria has
launched its Virtual Power Plant (VPP) pilot,
which enables households with solar batteries
to share their stored clean energy.
With the household solar network booming
in Victoria, the two-year pilot forms part of
the Victorian Government’s Solar Homes
program. Households that sign up to the pilot
prior to 30 June, 2022, and install a battery,
will receive a rebate of $4174, subject to
eligibility criteria.
Five approved providers — Tesla, Mondo,
Reposit, Sonnen and Arcstream — have signed
on to deliver six VPPs as part of the pilot.
Participants in a VPP delivered by one of
the approved providers will be paid for excess
energy fed to the electricity grid, reducing
those households’ power bills and increasing
grid reliability for other users.
“The VPP pilot program is a first for
Victoria, and is an innovative new way we
can capture and use the clean energy being
produced by our ever-growing network of
household solar,” says Solar Victoria CEO
Stan Krpan.

“Victorians have overwhelmingly
embraced solar, and now we are seeing
people increasingly turning to batteries.
VPPs are the evolution of this, designed
to maximise the use of this clean energy
so everyone can benefit.
“The VPP pilot will connect Victorian
households so they can create and share
power, save money on energy bills, and
increase the resilience of the grid.”
Each of the approved VPP providers
offer different incentives, such as discounts
on hardware, reduced energy bills, and
financial compensation for taking part.
By joining Solar Victoria’s VPP pilot
program, customers receive guaranteed
financial benefits and additional consumer
protections not widely available in the
general market.
The VPP pilot is an extension of Solar
Victoria’s battery rebate program, in which
more than 8000 Victorian households
have been supported to install batteries.
Since the Solar Homes program was
launched in 2018, more than 185,000
Victorian homes and businesses have
accessed rebates to install solar panels.

Big savings
from solar
a point of
pride for South
Australians
More than in any other state or
territory, people in South Australia
can’t help but crow about the
money they are saving from
installing a home solar system.
According to Canstar Blue research,
around 37 per cent of South
Australians have admitted to
boasting about their lower energy bills.
As it happens, they also have the
lowest bills, with the average credit
on their quarterly bills sitting at $280.
In Queensland, the average saving is
$271 a quarter, with $169 in Victoria
and $125 in NSW.
On average, the solar credit
reported by customers on their
quarterly power bills is $236.
But despite 27 per cent of
Australians feeling chuffed enough
with these savings to brag about them,
only 35 per cent of solar customers
surveyed were happy with their
current solar feed-in tariff (FiT) rates.

1300 273 111

Tile Roof Entry Gland

Cobalt Solar

Cobalt Solar

www.cobaltsolar.com.au
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Dan Murphy’s
goes solar
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Fronius International’s new inverter
Austrian company Fronius International has
released its Fronius Tauro robust commercial
inverter in the 50kW power category, making
large-scale PV systems more cost effective.
Even under the harshest environmental
conditions, it delivers full power and maximum
yields with low system operating costs, smart
control, and an open-system architecture.
The Fronius Tauro comes on the back of the
Fronius Tauro ECO, which was launched in May
2021. Designed to perform for cost-effective
and flexible projects, the new inverter can be
utilised for any PV system.

The Fronius Tauro is available in the
50kW power category and has three MPP
trackers coupled with a wide input voltage
range, making it particularly well suited to
challenging PV configurations.
The Tauro ECO has one MPP tracker, is
optimised for efficiency and cost, and is
available in the 50kW, 99.99kW and 100kW
power categories.
“Cost optimisation, a long service life,
design flexibility and efficient servicing set our
Fronius Tauro commercial inverters apart,”
says Martin Hackl, from Fronius International.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Liquor retailer Dan Murphy’s
is embracing solar power and
shouting it from the rooftops.
The Brickworks Dan Murphy’s store,
in the Adelaide suburb of Torrensville,
switched to solar power in September
2021, and recently its 160 rooftop
panels were joined by a massive
painted company logo — of Dan
Murphy wearing sunglasses — and
the message, “Our drinks are now
cooled by the sun”.
The Brickworks store is located
underneath the flightpath to Adelaide
Airport so the logo and message
is visible to travellers arriving and
departing the City of Churches.
“We wanted to celebrate our solar
power success in South Australia,”
says Dan Murphy’s national renewal
operations manager Tyson Holbery.
“Currently, 65 per cent of our Dan
Murphy’s stores in South Australia
are powered by solar energy, and by
the end of the financial year, we are
on track to have 85 per cent of our
stores having made the switch.”
A team of four painters used
stencils before hand-painting the
almost 500 square metre installation.

Visit us online today!

Head to the EcoGeneration website for the latest information, news and events from the renewables industry.
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Keeping the
solar workforce

SAFE

S

olar installation sites are risky
places to work. People are
handling heavy, bulky panels at
heights and crawling around in
ceiling spaces where they may
encounter live electrical cables, asbestos
and dangerously hot temperatures.
The good news is workplace health and
safety has become a focus in the solar
industry of late. In some Australian states
and territories, solar installation sites have
become a priority for workplace safety and
electrical safety regulators. Industry bodies
are also stepping up to improve safety across
the industry.
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Smart Energy Lab general manager Glen
Morris, who has been working in the solar
industry for 30 years, has observed a notable
improvement in safety. “It wasn’t that long
ago, maybe 10 years, that people would just
climb a ladder onto a roof, maybe with
a harness on, and install panels,” he says.
Although the same legislation regulating
working at heights and other safety
concerns has been in place for decades, he
says enforcement is now more vigorous.
“These days, solar installers look
more like builders putting up a house,”
says Morris. “They’ve got to put in
edge protection, they’ve got to have

a documented safety work method identified
onsite, and COVID-19 safety plans have to
be in place.”
However, he says there has been some
pushback.
“We must admit adding safety doesn’t
make any money,” says Morris. “And it’s
always hard to compete in a market where
not everyone’s doing the right thing.
But coming home at the end of the day
is what matters.”
Travis Cameron is the founder and
director of safety consultancy Recosafe.
He says the solar industry has come a long
way to embed health and safety practices.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The solar industry has come a long way on safety, but there is still room for improvement when it comes to
protecting installers, writes Poppy Johnston
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“We must admit adding
safety doesn’t make
any money, but coming
home at the end of the
day is what matters.”
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Glen Morris,
general manager,
Smart Energy Lab
In the early days, the industry largely flew
under the radar, but with large installation
numbers occurring daily and an increase in
incidents, regulators began incorporating
safety programs and initiatives.
Cameron also says that lessons have been
learnt from the Home Insulation Program
that was introduced under former Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd, which unfortunately
was affected by several workplace health
and safety incidents. Because solar
installations are also supported with
subsidies, governments are taking
measures to prevent unsafe work practices.

STILL A LONG WAY TO GO
According to Michael Tilden, assistant state
inspector from SafeWork NSW, while
speaking at a Smart Energy Council
webinar in September 2021, the NSW safety
regulator saw a rise in complaints and
incidents in the solar industry during the
previous 12 to 18 months. He said this was in
part due to a rise in demand for renewable
energy, with 90,415 installations recorded
between January and November 2021.

The solar industry is making great strides to stamp out dangerous installer work practices such as this.

Sadly, there were two fatalities recorded in
that time.
In 2019, Tilden said the regulator visited
348 construction sites, targeting falls, and
found 86 per cent of those sites had ladders

Images: anatoliy_gleb/Shutterstock
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that weren’t set up correctly, and 45 per cent
had inadequate edge protection in place.
“This is quite concerning in terms of the
level of risk these activities present,” he told
the webinar.
Tilden said most of the serious injuries
and fatalities occur between just two and
four metres. He also said the bulk of fatal
injuries tend to occur when someone falls
through roof surfaces, as opposed to falling
off a roof edge. Unsurprisingly, young and
inexperienced workers are more vulnerable
to falls and other safety breaches.
The risk of losing a human life should be
enough to persuade most companies to abide
by safety regulations, but there is also the
risk of fines upwards of $500,000, which
is enough to put many small companies out
of business.

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN
CURE

So many violations in one photo, with installers risking their lives without appropriate safety equipment.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

Ensuring a workplace is safe starts with
a thorough risk assessment and consulting
with stakeholders. A Safe Work Method
April 2022 ecogeneration
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He adds there are duties around safe
design in the relevant legislation. “I think
eventually regulators will start looking
at this,” he says.

AVOIDING FALLS

Young and inexperienced workers are more vulnerable to falls and other safety breaches.

“If you have an unsafe mark against you, that can
affect your accreditation.”
Glen Morris, general manager, Smart Energy Lab
Statement (SWMS) is a document that sets
out high-risk construction work activities,
the hazards arising from these activities,
and the measures put in place to control
the risks.
Planning a safe worksite needs to start
well before a workforce has been dispatched
to the site. It should begin prior to the
installation during the quoting process
and pre-inspection so workers are sent out
with all the right equipment, and safety
requirements are factored into the costs of
the job. A “toolbox talk” with workers is
CONTROLLING THE RISK OF FALLS
In the ﬁrst instance, a fall prevention device
must be used. Only where it is not reasonably
practicable to use a fall prevention device, you
can then consider…

another key step to ensure all team members
are across the various risks of a specific job
and have had the appropriate training to
mitigate them.
Cameron says safety should also feed into
the design stage of the solar system to
prevent incidents during installation and
future maintenance. For example, installers
may avoid putting panels near a skylight
if there is a safer alternative, or install
a permanent ladder so if there is a fault or
fire, someone can get onto the roof quickly
without causing injury or harm.
EXAMPLES

A fall prevention device such as
a scaffold, temporary edge protection
or an elevating work platform (EWP)

Managing falls follows a hierarchy of
controls that starts with eliminating the
risks of falling from edges, through
skylights or brittle roofing surfaces. If the
risk can’t be eliminated on a particular site,
installers must work through a series of risk
mitigation strategies starting from the
safest through to the most hazardous.
Basically, when a work safety inspector
comes to the site, workers must prove
why they couldn’t go to the higher level
or they risk a fine.
Temporary edge protection or scaffolding
is typically considered the best protection
when working at heights. Installed
correctly, this equipment is deemed much
safer than a harness system and can even
improve productivity.
Advances in this equipment have made it
easier to install. For example, worksite
equipment company SiteTech Solutions
offers a product called the EBRACKET that
can be easily set up from the ground so by
the time the workers are on the roof, there is
no way they can fall off an edge. It also relies
on a pressure-based system so it doesn’t
physically attach to the house.
These days, harness protection – a work
positioning system – is only permissible
when edge protection of scaffolding is
not possible. Tilden said in the event that
harnesses need to be used, it’s critical
they are set up properly with a documented
plan to show the system layout with
anchor point locations to ensure a safe
radius of travel from each anchor.
What needs to be avoided is creating
dead zones where the harness has enough
slack in it to allow a worker to fall all the
way to the ground.
Tilden said companies are increasingly
using two types of edge protection to be
sure they can provide full coverage.

…a work positioning system, and if this is not
reasonably practicable, you can then consider…

…a fall arrest system.

A total restraint system

Static lines, adjustable restraint lines,
catch nets

“Controlling the risk of falls hierarchy” with examples of fall protections. Source: SafeWork NSW.
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Skylights and other unstable roof surfaces,
such as glass and rotten timber, are also
dangerous if not managed correctly. Viable
options include using an elevated work
platform so workers aren’t standing on the
roof itself, and physical barriers such as
guard rails.
SiteTech chief executive officer Erik
Zimmerman says his company has recently
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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WATCH OUT FOR SKYLIGHTS
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Entry point

A

SAVE YOUR BACK AND SAVE
MONEY

Use of rope line from point A to point B

Example of an anchor plan. Source: SafeWork NSW.

released a mesh product that is designed to
cover skylights and other fragile areas.
He says the system, which uses a metal
mounting system, is much lighter than
alternatives and has been popular, with
more than 50 sold since the product
launched in late 2021.

ELECTRICAL DANGERS
Dealing with electrical equipment also
opens the possibility of electric shock or
electrocution. Key steps to avoid this
include ensuring electricity can’t be turned
back on once it is turned off – using lock out/
tag out methods – and being sure to test that
electrical equipment is not live.
All electrical work needs to be done by
a qualified electrician, or be under the

B
supervision of a person who is qualified to
supervise an apprentice. However, on
occasion, unqualified people end up working
with electrical equipment. There’s been
efforts to stamp out this practice.
Morris says the standards for electrical
safety are robust, but where some states and
territories fall short is on electrical safety
compliance. He says Victoria, and to some
extent, the ACT have the highest
watermarks for safety. He adds that
installers accessing the federal rebate
scheme through the Small-scale Renewable
Energy Scheme will likely get a visit from
the Clean Energy Regulator as it inspects
a high proportion of sites.
“If you have an unsafe mark against you,
that can affect your accreditation,” he says.

John Musster is the chief executive officer
at HERM Logic, a company that provides
inclined lifts for solar panels. This piece of
equipment is designed to make it quicker
and safer to lift solar panels and other heavy
equipment up onto a roof. It works by
hoisting panels up a set of tracks using an
electric motor.
He says there are several different options
for getting panels on roofs. The most
inefficient and dangerous way that he has
witnessed is an installer carrying a solar
panel with one-hand while climbing up
a ladder and then passing the panel to
another installer standing on the edge of
the roof. Another inefficient way is when an
installer is standing on the back of a truck or
elevated surface and getting someone on the
roof to pull it up.
“This is the most dangerous and hardest
on the body,” says Musster.
Safer options include elevated work
platforms such as scissor lifts, overhead
cranes and hoisting devices such as the one
HERM Logic provides.
Musster says the product has sold well
during the years, partly in response to
stricter regulatory oversight of the industry.
He also says companies are attracted to the
device because it increases efficiency.
“In a highly competitive market, where
time is money and where contractors
work harder to do more with fewer team
members, installation companies are
attracted to the device because it increases
efficiency,” he says. “The commercial reality
is the faster you set up and the faster you

Renewable Energy Training
Be accredited with new skills to tap on the growing opportunities in the renewable
energy market. Our nationally accredited renewable energy short courses range from:
- Grid Connected PV System
- Battery Storage

- Stand-Alone Power Systems
- Working Safely in the Solar Industry

Various start dates available throughout the year at our Moorabbin and
North Melbourne campuses. Sign up for April and May intakes now!
Apply at holmesglen.edu.au/renewable or call 1300 639 888
RTO: 0416. CRICOS Provider Code: 00012G.

B2260222 Renewable Training 185x83mm Ad.indd 1
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The HERM Logic Inclined Lift Hoist is designed to make it quicker and safer to lift solar panels and other heavy equipment onto a roof.

THE ROLE OF TRAINING
As well as including adequate safety
training as part of general installer training,
Zimmerman also believes manufacturers
can play a role in upskilling workers when

selling new products.
“What typically happens is someone
will buy a product, but there’s not a lot of
instructions on how to use it,” he says.
“Some people don’t read the instructions
anyway.”
Zimmerman’s company has hired
a gaming firm to build virtual reality
training software that simulates the
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The risk of losing a human life should be enough to persuade most companies to abide by safety regulations.
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activity of installing equipment onsite.
“I think that sort of training is really
critical,” he says.
Programs such as the Clean Energy
Council’s solar installer accreditation,
which includes a comprehensive safety
component, also helps raise the bar for safe
installation practices. While voluntary,
installers are heavily incentivised to get
accreditation as only accredited installers
can access the solar incentives provided
by governments.

OTHER RISKS
Cameron says asbestos risk is something to
always be mindful of. Asking questions
about the age of a building is usually a good
starting point to assess the likelihood of
asbestos. Particular attention should be
paid for young workers and apprentices in
providing appropriate supervision and
training. He also says workers in Australia
are facing extreme heat being on roofs and
in roof cavities, where it can get upwards of
50 degrees Celsius.
In regards to long-term stressors,
workers should be mindful of sun exposure
and injuries caused by poor posture.
Going forward, Zimmerman says
battery safety will likely become a bigger
focus as well.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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transfer materials onto the roof, the faster
you get a return on investment. So there’s
a real commercial gain.”

With over 11 years of delivering renewable
energy courses across 30 towns and cities across
Australia,
is a training organisation
with a focus on the precise needs of tradies
looking to improve their opportunities in a rapidly
changing world. We are not just a training
organisation – we are contractors as well.
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EV charging
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Central protection
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Apart from designing for real jobs,
this is what our class did for the
one day practical work in November
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• Installed a Lorentz solar pumping
system on a ground mounted
PV panel.
• Installed a SMA Sunny Island
AC coupled system.
• Installed a Victron DC coupled
system.
• Installed a Selectronic AC coupled
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• Set up our generator to work
automatically.
• Lead acid and Lithium battery
banks.

SkillBuild is presenting EV charging
seminars this year after our first
one in 2019. We proudly own three
EVs and install chargers with our
contracting business.
These 90-minute online classes
cover business opportunities,
ASNZ 3000, future battery storage
applications and how to set up
fleet solutions.

• Relay programmed to DSNP
requirements.
• Injection tested and report
supplied.
• SLD and schematic supplied.
• Commercial Solar Consultancy.
• All Energy Solutions is a Skillbuild
Company.

To attend
13 April 2022
Free for SkillBuild students
training@skillbuild.edu.au

To request free quotes or for
more information
1300 563 494
neil@allenergysolutions.com.au

What’s new?
For dates and venues

New centres in
Launceston, Perth
and Newcastle

skillbuild.edu.au

We’re opening three
new centres across
Australia. Check our
website for more
details.

Get in touch
1800 059 170

skillbuild.edu.au
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The solar-powered,
all-electric revolution has
hit this Victorian town
Energy self-sufficiency is
becoming popular in the Victorian
town of Maldon, which means
plenty of work for husbandand-wife solar installation team
Melinda and Glenn Payne from
Glennerator Electrical

How did you both get into the solar
industry?
Melinda: I started working at EnviroGroup
in Melbourne a couple years out of
university. I started in admin there and
then moved into an operations manager
role. I was there between six and seven
years. It gave me a pretty good overview of
the solar industry.
Glenn: I started as a mature age
apprentice with EnviroGroup. I have
a tech background and then moved into
doing an apprenticeship. It really gave me
good insight into how it all works.

Then you started your own business?
Melinda: Yes, in October 2018 we moved to
Maldon in Victoria and started a business
contracting as installers. We do a lot of work
for EnviroShop, which is 10 minutes from
here, in Newstead, and is part of the bigger
EnviroGroup brand. I’d worked with them
before and had a good understanding of
what they needed, which is basically some
consistent installers. We also do a bit of
work for Central Spark. That’s the main
two places we work for. There’s definitely
enough work going to keep us busy.

Glenn Payne and Melinda Payne
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What about EVs?
Melinda: We’ve put in a few EV chargers for
people. There’s actually a few Teslas getting
around this area, and some of the other
brands as well. It’s definitely something
people are talking about a lot more. They
may just be looking at it as something they’ll
do in a few years’ time.
Glenn: We have a fair few customers
excited about the bi-directional charging
and using it as a house battery. That isn’t
here in Australia yet but when that happens,
I think there will be a lot of appetite for it.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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How well versed is your customer
base on solar and other clean energy
technologies?
Glenn: There’s a lot of eco-minded people
down here. People are mainly doing this
because they want to do the right thing
– they’re not doing it to get rebates or
anything. There’s a fair few even getting
batteries installed. People get solar first and
then they just want to go to that next level
and get a battery. We get a few blackouts up
here, like when a storm comes through.
People here often rely on water tanks and
pumps and things like that for water. So
when the power goes out, there’s no water
as well as no power. So it’s not surprising
that every time a blackout happens we
notice a spike in people wanting to get
batteries to have energy back up in their
houses.

PROFILE | SOLAR INSTALLER

So what’s the standard size of your
installations, and what kind of loads
are people running?
Melinda: The average system is around
5kW.
Glenn: A lot of houses are switching to
electric. People would consider getting
a heat pump and start saving on power by
using their solar to power it. People are
moving away from gas and old hot water
systems. It generally saves them a lot of
energy.
Melinda: Compared to the past, in new
builds there’s a lot more electric appliances
going in. I mean, there’s still plenty of
people connecting to gas but electrification
is definitely talked about a lot more.
I don’t think people even thought about it
before. Everyone is realising you can put
solar on and you can make your money
back by running your home off it. With gas,
you’re always going to have to pay for it,
no matter what.
Glenn: People are also looking to insulate
their houses properly to save energy that
way.
What are the big issues facing solar
installers at the moment?
Glenn: Training up the industry remains a
challenge. You can get trained and get your
certification, but that doesn’t necessarily tell
you how to install solar on a roof. There are
lots of new people coming in installing
www.ecogeneration.com.au

“People get solar first
and then they just want
to go to that next level
and get a battery.”
systems and then getting audits and failing
audits. They then realise it’s all too much
work. I feel it’s not an attractive situation for
new installers.
So what about the upcoming federal
election — are you hopeful the fortunes
might swing in favour of the solar
industry?
Melinda: I’m hopeful that government will
do something but the reality it’s probably
going to be industry and customers leading
the way. I wish there was a lot more
government support, but I think it is
actually going to be businesses saying, “It
makes so much more sense to put solar on.”
What does an interesting job look like
for you?
Glenn: A whole home battery backup

solution. They give people the ability to go
off grid. That’s pretty rewarding.
Melinda: I always get excited for the
customer when they’re putting something
in such as a Tesla battery. It’s obviously
a big investment for them. And it’s that
idea of putting the power back in the
hands of the people. It’s really exciting to
see when someone in the middle of town
can do something like that because it wasn’t
that long ago when you’d only have houses
out of town that were off grid because
there were no power lines out there.
So yeah, it’s really shifting people’s vision
of what they can do. Also, there’s a big solar
farm about 10 minutes down the road that’s
going to be built. I think they’re starting
that this year. We don’t expect to be
involved in it, but I think I’m excited just
to see more projects such as that happening.
And hopefully it gets people talking about
it and realising how many jobs renewables
can create.
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The importance of labelling
on solar installations
Labelling may seem like one of the least significant parts of a solar installation, but it is crucial to ensure
safety and compliance, writes Clean Energy Council technical program specialist Nathan Smith

A

doesn’t bear the same weight as the
aforementioned battery pack (pun intended)
or because labelling is often left to the end
of the day in the mad rush of site pack up,
testing and commissioning, heat stroke, and,
god forbid, fault finding.

UNDERSTANDING IS THE FIRST
STEP TO COMPLIANCE
The best way for installers to avoid these
defects is to develop a firm understanding of
the relevant standards that apply to the type
of installation they are conducting, with

most labelling requirements being found
in AS/NZS 5033 Section 5, AS/NZS 4777.1
Section 6 and AS/NZS 5139 Section 7.
When read in isolation, these sections are
much less daunting than looking through
the entire standard, and collectively are
just 14-and-a-half pages in total across all
three standards.
Although there are a couple of exceptions,
the labelling requirements follow the usual
application of standards, with AS/NZS
4777.1 applying from the point of supply to
the inverter, AS/NZS 5033 applying from

Image: BELL KA PANG/Shutterstock

rguably, one of the most important
elements of a safe and compliant
solar and/or battery installation
is the correct application of the required
labelling and system documentation.
Unlike the logistical challenges of lifting
modules onto roofs or transporting and
installing a 100kg battery pack, it is
a problem of a mostly administrative nature.
However, labelling non-compliances are
one of the most common defects identified
by inspectors and auditors. This is perhaps
because a handful of Traffolyte labels
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“Labelling noncompliances are one
of the most common
defects identified by
inspectors and auditors.”
the inverter to the array, and AS/NZS 5139
applying from the inverter to the battery
system.

TIPS FOR AVOIDING CONFUSION

Image: zstock/Shutterstock

Some of the most common sources of
confusion among installers when it comes to
labelling arise when the installation differs
from what could be considered average.
This may be due to multiple switchboards
or inverters onsite, outbuildings, larger or
more electrically complex designs, or the
addition of batteries.
While most installers tend to think of
solar installations in respect to the flow
of power, starting at the array and working
their way back to the switchboard, it can
be useful in these situations to start at the
point of supply and work towards the array
because this allows for evaluation of the
system topology prior to its division into
multiple disparate parts.
This also makes it simpler to identify
when additional and/or alternative labels
are required, such as for installations
containing multiple main switches,
inverters or switchboards, or inverters
that are connected to distribution boards
located remote to the main switchboard.

include a solar system layout map or
drawing located at the main switchboard,
meter box or fire panel with relevant
information about the solar system. Where
installers elect to use disconnection points
in place of load break disconnectors, as
permitted by the new standard, they are
required to provide labels that indicate the
location of the disconnection point and that
it must not be disconnected under load.
Finally, if a disconnection point is used
and cabling runs in through an accessible
ceiling or floor space, a sign indicating that
DC cabling has been installed within must
be located at the access point to this space.

NEW STANDARD MEANS NEW
LABELS

TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING

The publishing of AS/NZS 5033:2021 brings
with it several changes to labelling
requirements that installers may be familiar
with. A big win for installers in these
changes is the removal of the red “Fire and
Emergency” information label that included
the VOC and ISC of the installation.
The values required for this label were
not necessarily intuitive, which led to
installers incorrectly filling out the label.
Changes have also been made to the
familiar green “PV” label installed at the
main switchboard and/or meter panel. It
has increased in size from 70mm to 100mm,
similar to the ES label required by AS/NZS
5139, and must now include letters to signify
the type of isolation device used at the array.
New labels required by the standard

With the changes brought in by the new
standard, it is also important for installers
to remember that when conducting
alterations or repairs/maintenance to
an existing system that excessive and
ancillary labelling can be just as bad as
insufficient labelling.
Another problem can occur when
installers rely on pre-made labelling “kits”,
which can result in the important
information needed to be conveyed
becoming lost or contradicted when labels
are installed in locations or situations where
they are not required. As with the labelling
of a new system, the best way to avoid this is
for installers to ensure they understand the
requirements of the relevant standards and
select the required labels rather than relying

www.ecogeneration.com.au

wholly on a supplied kit having the correct
type for the given system.
To support installers with the release
of the new AS/NZS 5033:2021, the Clean
Energy Council has developed a labelling
support document reflecting the
requirements of the new standard, AS/NZS
4777.1 and AS/NZS 5139. The purpose of this
document is not to tell installers explicitly
which labels are required for their system,
but to provide advice about which labels
may be required at each portion of the
installation, alongside their standard and
clause number.
Labelling is not only a compliance issue
that is very easy for inspectors and auditors
to defect installers on, but failing to have
clear and accurate labelling can be a safety
risk and make it difficult for emergency
services, system owners or other
electricians to operate the system.
Make sure you don’t get caught out
– give your labelling the appropriate time
and attention it deserves.

Nathan Smith
is a technical
program
specialist at the
Clean Energy
Council.
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Inspection of solar panels
for post-storm damage should
rely on more than the human eye

With the rise in severe weather events, it is more important than
ever to assess PV systems for hidden damage that can affect
performance and potentially be hazardous, writes Dr Michelle McCann
from PV Lab Australia

T

he incidence of severe weather events
in Australia is on the rise. Science tells
us it should be true and many of us
have witnessed first-hand events that
certainly make it feel like wild weather
is happening more frequently.
When severe weather events such as

Major havoc to PV systems from hail
is very clear to see, but serious damage
is not always so obvious
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strong winds and hail hit a PV system, they
may cause visible damage. In these cases,
the system owner has an obvious course of
action: they collect evidence of the damage
and file an insurance claim. The result is
repair or replacement of their PV system.
However, in some cases, severe weather

events cause visible damage to the
surrounds of a PV system, or to
neighbouring systems, but the PV system
itself appears unaffected. The owner of
the system would be right to question
whether there could be hidden damage in
the form of microcracks that are not visible
to the naked eye, but are potentially very
damaging to the panel.
Such damage may take the form of:
A loss in power from the system,
although often this is not immediate.
If the silicon solar cells can hold together
despite the presence of cracks, there may be
no power drop at all until the silicon pieces
move apart during the heating and cooling
cycles that occur daily and seasonally. At
this point, power loss could be substantial.
Hot spots. These are regions of a panel
that get particularly hot. Over time, these
can lead to a loss of power and, in very
extreme cases, a risk of fire.
Cracked backsheets. These are a concern
because once the backsheet is cracked,
water can enter the panel and may lead to
electrical shorts from parts of the panel that
should not be live, mainly the outside bits.
This carries the risk of electrical hazard
and fire.

INSTALLERS TO THE RESCUE
Until recently, hidden damage to PV systems
was hard to spot. The losers were system
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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After the storm
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owners as they experienced a delayed loss in
output power – and potentially some of the
aforementioned hazards – when drawing
a link between it and a previous severe
weather event had well and truly passed.
A small but growing group of installers
is changing this situation and giving their
businesses a boost in the process. It works
like this:
Step 1: Experience a severe weather event
that is likely to cause hidden damage to a PV
system. A good indicator of likely hidden
damage is there are either some panels with
cracked glass in nearby areas, and/or visible
damage to surrounding infrastructure. For
example, dents on the building’s rooftop.
Step 2: When it is safe to go outside
again, approach PV system owners with
a request to remove a small, random
selection of their panels for testing (or to
test in-situ on the rooftop). The sample size
depends on the size of the system. For 26
to 50 panels in total, five is sufficient.
For 91 to 150 panels, eight is a good number.
The total cost of testing is $750 to $1200
for these two examples.
Step 3: The results of the testing will
show either no damage; damage present
and consistent with hail, or another severe
weather event; or somewhere in the middle,
with further testing recommended.
Statistical sampling can be used to infer the
extent of any damage across the whole
system. In most cases, system owners are
interested in knowing that less than one
– or three to five depending on system size
– of the panels is damaged.
Step 4: Present results of the testing
report to the system owner and their
insurance provider together with a quote
for a replacement system. If the quote is
accepted, the returns to the installer
are in the range of 10 to 20 times any
investment in testing costs. Often returns
are even higher because the insurer will
agree to cover the cost of the testing.
Step 5: Sit back after a good few days’
work installing a new system for a happy
customer who has been saved from future

THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY
The insurance industry is coming to
understand that EL testing is appropriate
for detecting cracks, but at PV Lab
we have seen a wide variety of responses
from the industry to the problem of
looking for hidden damage in PV systems.
Some insurers are already across the
technology and will pay for comprehensive
testing work. However, we’ve also
seen insurers commission other tests,
some of which look very high tech,
but ultimately do not detect microcracks
and, unfortunately, usually show
a system with no issues. This is good
for the insurer, but leaves the system
owner unprotected.

DOWNSIDE AND SOLUTION

Above: A photograph of nine cells in a module.
Below: The same cells under electroluminescence
imaging. Even the very severe microcracking evident
here is not visible with a naked-eye inspection.

loss of power, from having a potentially
dangerous system, and receiving 10-plus
times return on your initiative.

TESTING TECHNOLOGY
In order to detect microcracks in
panels, electroluminescence (EL)
or photoluminescence is used. EL applies
a current, typically ISC (the short-circuit
current) to the panel and taking a longexposure photograph in the near infrared.
The images above show a comparison of the
same cell photographed with a regular
camera, and with an EL system.
Once the photograph is taken, images
are analysed cell-by-cell and the table below
shows some real testing results.

The downside of chasing storms and saving
system owners is that, inevitably, some
functional PV panels will be replaced
before their true end of life. A smashed
panel or a panel at risk of fire should
absolutely be replaced immediately
under insurance.
But should a damaged panel that still
has some good years in it – albeit with
a reduced power output – be thrown out
and replaced with a new panel? Or could it
be more closely monitored and replaced
only when necessary?
At PV Lab, we believe a deeper
understanding of the issue by the insurance
industry is needed in the future, including
how to use statistical sampling methods
for PV systems together with appropriate
testing technologies, and a flexible
insurance payout scheme that may
include options for a partial refund on
lost revenues when the system is safe
but functional.
In cases where the system must be
replaced, the industry should develop
standards for reuse – possibly supported by
refurbishment of panels in a secondhand
market – and further support and possibly
mandate a viable recycling option for panels
that cannot be saved.

Lot size
(Total number of
panels in system)

Number
tested

Number
that
failed

378

20

11

90 per cent chance that at least 151
of the 378 panels are severely damaged.

Dr Michelle
McCann is

64

13

10

90 per cent chance that more than 38
of the 64 panels are severely damaged.

40

5

0

Acceptable if less than one panel out of 40
is damaged.

a co-founder
and director
of PV Lab
Australia.
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Clean energy market wrap
LARGE-SCALE GENERATION
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET
It was a wild ride in the LGC market in the
weeks leading up to the 2021 compliance
date, with plenty of trade activity and
a significant jump in the forward curve.
The spot market began the year in the low
$43 range and continued to climb to a midJanuary high of $46, before softening to the
mid $44 range within a matter of days.
However, far from the end of the run,
the market rose again as late compliance
buying saw the spot end the month at
$47.50, before it once again lost ground.
Of even greater note during the same period,
the forward curve also jumped sharply.
The Cal 22 market went from $43 to a high
of $47; the Cal 23 market went from $37.60
to a high of $46.50; and the most liquid and
extreme mover of the lot, the Cal 24 market,
went from $31.35 to a high of $42.70.
Following the compliance date of 14
February, greater clarity was achieved on
the nature of the surrender and the size of
the surplus rolled forward into 2022.

$/MWh

DOMESTIC

CREATION

SPOT PRICE ($)

LGC — Large-scale Generation Certificates

327,182,123

STC — Small-scale Technology Certificates

344,635,520

39.50

71,550,099

82.75

41,683,179

37.75

VEEC — Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates
ESC — NSW Energy Saving Certificates
INTERNATIONAL

43

DEC ’22 PRICE (€)
89.86

EUA — European Emission Allowances

Firstly, it appears there was a circa 5m LGC
under surrender, with 28m LGCs acquitted
against a 33m target. In terms of the surplus,
there was in the region of 7.5m LGCs rolled
over into the 2022 compliance year.

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET
The first six weeks of 2022 were a busy time
in the STC market, both in terms of trade
activity and by way of highlights. For the
first time ever, the Small-scale Technology
Percentage was released in early February,
right at the end of Q4 compliance.

DEC ’22 PRICE ($)
141.98

The 2022 STP of 27.26 per cent, or
equivalent to 47.7m STCs to be surrendered
across the year, was technically lower than
2021’s target, yet given solar systems receive
more than 10 per cent less STCs per install,
owing to a reduction in the deeming period,
an equivalent target would effectively be
10 per cent larger.
With a base component of 42.6m STCs,
the effective weekly submissions rate
required for the year is 819k. Owing to
a range of factors – including COVID-19,
longer holidays and plenty of rain on the
Australian east coast – weekly submissions

DAILY CLOSING SPOT STC PRICE Vs SUBMISSIONS
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Aug 21
STC spot price (2022)

Oct 21
STC spot price (2021)

Dec 21

Feb 22
Weekly submissions
to meet 2021 target (RHS)
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The above information has been provided
by TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise
indicated, to the spot prices in Australian
dollars, as of 17 February, 2022.
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With no announcement on new high-volume
activities forthcoming in late 2021, and
significant negative changes on 31 January,
2022, that would reduce the number of
VEECs per install, the spot VEEC market
climbed across January into the $82 range
by mid-February.
While a glimmer of hope for new creation
volume emerged via the Refrigerated
Display Cabinet methodology, the
Department of the Environment and
Energy increased uncertainty around the
methodology by announcing an
investigation into inappropriate activity,
just as many participants were gearing up
to create under the activity.
In NSW, the ESC market saw a strong
start to the year, climbing from $36 to $37.75
as the short-term impact on installation
activity from the Omicron wave of
COVID-19 appeared to bolster the market.
The forward curve flattened out with little
difference between the spot price and
forward deliveries out to 2023, reflecting
anticipation of new creation from the hot
water methodology commencing in April.

ESC

Feb 21

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS
(VEECS AND ESCS)
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for the first five weeks of 2022 were well
below this, coming in at an average of 733k.
Needless to say, this combination of
factors has seen STC prices edge higher,
with the 2021 spots for Q4 compliance
reaching a high of $39.85 in a last-minute
squeeze, while at the time of writing, the
spot market reached $39.50.

$/tonne CO2 equiv

ENERGY EFFICIENCY DAILY CLOSING SPOT PRICE

Marco Stella is senior broker, environmental markets at TFS Green
Australia and co-founder of The Renewable Energy Hub. The TFS
Green/Renewable Energy Hub team provides project and transactional
environmental market brokerage and data services across all domestic
and international renewable energy,
energy efficiency and carbon markets.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SEIA Vic 2022 Conference
18-19 May, 2022, Ballarat
seiavic.org.au/solar-installer-conference-may-2022

2022 National Energy Efficiency Conference
25-26 May, 2022, Melbourne
eec.org.au

Australian Clean Energy Summit
19-20 July, 2022, Sydney + online
cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events

Large-scale Solar Forum
19 May, 2022, Brisbane + online
largescalesolarforum.com.au

Energy Next
19-20 July, 2022, Sydney
energynext.com.au

Energy Storage Forum
13 September, 2022, Adelaide + online
cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events
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LG releases solar module
range for 2022

L

G Electronics has released its new
enhanced-efficient LG NeON H+
range of solar panels for the Australian
rooftop market, with three modules
featuring half-cut cell technology, new
wiring technology and gap-free features.
The South Korean solar module maker
recently revealed its 2022 range of solar
panels, which includes the flagship 415W
LG NeON H+ model; the 410W LG NeON H+
White model; and the LG NeON H+ Black
410W model.
The new range’s innovative technologies
with N-type cells boost output; increase
resistance to thermal stress and external
impact; perform well in low light and high
heat; have a high resistance to hail; and
boast a sleek, streamline appearance that
is durable and ideally suited to Australian
conditions.
LG Electronics estimates that across
a 25-year span, a typical 10kWp NeON H+
410W installation can produce an additional
32,632 kWh, compared to an installation
using the same 10kWp conventional 370W
panels.
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“The NeON H+ range
provides high-efficiency
and high-quality that
is increasingly sought
after by Australian
homeowners.”
Gus Paviani, LG Electronics
“The introduction of the NeON H+ range
provides the type of high-efficiency and
high-quality solution that is increasingly
sought after by Australian homeowners,”
says Gus Paviani, general manager, solar
and energy, LG Electronics Australia.
“Backed by LG’s 25-year product and
performance warranty, this module gives
confidence about outstanding performance
and durability, while reducing a home’s
energy footprint.
“As more consumers adopt electric cars
and add battery storage to their homes, the

average solar system is likely to reach
15kWp in the coming years, assuming it
follows the national trend during the past
10 years.
“High efficiency and low degradation
panels such as the NeON range are designed
to maximise roof space and cater for
consumers’ future energy needs.
“All these new solar modules are made by
LG Electronics in our state-of-the-art solar
factories in South Korea.”
A feature of the NeON H+ range for 2022
is the N-type half-cut cells being tolerant
of extreme heat. Also, the gap-free design
reduces the distance energy must travel by
eliminating empty space between cells.
The range is designed with cells that
overlap by half a millimetre, allowing more
cells to fit in the same amount of space.
This gap-free innovation also helps
protect the wiring connecting the cells
from external impact.
LG’s NeON H+ modules come with
a 25-year warranty for a performance
level of 90.6 per cent of initial performance
at 25 years’ continuous use.
As part of the 2022 suite of LG solar
options, the company has updated its LG
NeON H BiFacial and commercial panel
range.
The LG NeON H BiFacial now includes
three new models – 440W, 445W and 450W
– which can absorb sunlight from the
front and rear sides of their cells by using
a transparent backsheet.
This LG bifacial technology is designed
to provide up to 30 per cent higher energy
production when installed under optimal
conditions.
New models for the commercial range
include 460W, 465W and 470W models,
which feature high-module efficiency of up
to 21.4 per cent.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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South Korean manufacturer LG Electronics has unveiled its NeON H+ range for the Australian market

Major Sponsor

LARGE-SCALE

SOLAR FORUM
19 MAY 2022

BRISBANE + ONLINE
BOOK NOW

The Large-scale Solar Forum is returning to Brisbane
this May, reconnecting industry professionals for a full
day of knowledge sharing and networking!
Featuring in-depth sessions on all the opportunities and technical
challenges currently facing the sector, the Large-scale Solar Forum
is a must-attend professional development opportunity for anyone
interested in the technical side of the solar industry.
Both in-person and virtual tickets are on sale now, book your seat today!

Book your tickets now at
LARGESCALESOLARFORUM.COM.AU
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